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MCCH
program
receives
honors
By KY SER tOUGH
Staff
For the second time in a row,
the cancer program at MurrayCalloway County Hospital has
received accreditation with
commendation
from
the
American College of Surgeons'
Commission on Cancer, it was
announced at the monthly board
of trustees meeting Wednesday.
Lisa Ray, vice president of
patient care services, broke the
news and recognized Kristie
Kneebone and Judy Moore for
their contributions to the cancer
program at MCCH and the reaccreditation. In order to be
accredited, Kneebone and
Moore had to put together
extensive documentation and
also be interviewed during a
visit by the COC.
"We're among a small number
of hospitals who have this," said
hospital CEO Keith Bailey on
the accreditation with commendation.
Progress on the expansion is
moving along, and construction
manager Steve Gamblin said he
expects to have Eighth Street
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Recent burglaries prompt posting of reward
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway
The
County
Chamber of Commerce and Economic
Development Corporation are offering a
$2,000 reward to anyone who provides
information leading to an arrest and conviction of the person(s) responsible for
the recent burglaries at businesses and
churches.
Lance Allison, the executive directoi of
the Chamber, said he and EDC executive

director Mark Manning had recently
decided to each contribute $1,000 toward
a reward. He said they were currently in
the process of contacting the local Crime
Stoppers to set up the reward and get a
phone number that informants can call.
"Mark and I feel it is necessary to do
everything we can to protect our businesses and industries from future breakins," Allison said.
In the meantime, Allison said he is
telling chamber members to make sure

they have insurance for any equipment
that could be stolen.
"Even if they don't own the building,
they should have renter's insurance." he
said.
The Murray Police Department is still
investigating the series of burglaries that
began in late March and continued over
the weekend when electronic equipment
and cash were stolen from the Wesley
Foundation, which reported a burglary at
11:17 a.m. Saturday. Sgt. Tracy Guge,

MPD's public information officer, said
the items were taken after the burglar(s)
broke through the side window. Police
are not releasing the amount stolen or
value of the stolen equipment.
Since the Calloway County Public
Library reported a break-in on March 23,
there have been a total of 13 burglaries at
businesses or religious organizations,
Guge said. She said police believe the

•See Page 2A
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HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
Sarah and Chuck Jones speak to attendees in the Regional Special Events Center's Murray Room Wednesday at a breakfast
to kick off the the fundraising campaign for the Start! Heart Walk. The Joneses are the co-chairs for this year's walk, which will
be Oct. 17.
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Prase
Thursday...Partly sunny with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms.
Highs around 80.
Thursday
night...Partly
cloudy with a chance of showers. Lows in the lower 605.
Friday.. Mostly cloudy with a
40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in
the upper 70s.

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Community members gathered in the Regional Special
Events Center's Murray Room
Wednesday for a breakfast to
kick off the Start! Heart Walk
campaign in Calloway County,
Sarah Jones said this was her
first year as co-chair of the local
heart disease research fundraising walk, along with her hus-

band, Chuck. She said she lost
her father to heart disease when
she was a teenager and lost her
brother four years ago, which
inspired her to start a Heart
Walk team at her business,
Vintage Rose Emporium. She
introduced several speakers and
thanked everyone present for
their involvement in raising
money for the walk, which will
be October 17, and will start in

front of the RSEC.
Vicki and Keith Williams
spoke about their experiences
with heart disease. Vicki said
Keith had woken up one night
with pains in his chest and after
a getting a heart catherization,
they discovered that the then45-year-old Keith had the arteries of a 75-year-old man with
diabetes who smoked.
"It wasn't an issue of health,"

Keith said. "It was just my
time."
Vicki said she always tried to
find the positive side in everything and said the ordeal made
them realize how important it
was for their children to take
medication for higher-thanaverage cholesterol to avoid
having a heart attack like their

See Page 2A

Local theater features
new digital projectors
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray's Cheri Theatres has
an advantage that most movie
theaters in the country still don't
have. It owns two of only 1,000
digital projectors in the country,
said owner and manager John
Hopkins.
Hopkins said movie studios
are pushing every theater to
make the conversion from 35milimeter film to digital. He
said this isn't only because the
images look sharper but because
it is cheaper for the studios to
send digital versions instead of
converting the digital versions
of the movies to film and shipping the reels. He said, though,
that most theaters had not been
able to make the transition, yet,
because of how expensive the
equipment is.
Cheri installed digital projec-
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tors at two of its seven screens
in October, Hopkins said. He
said the projectors had required
that they also put in new sound
systems, new speakers and new
silver screens to make them
compatible. The total cost to
make the conversions in two
theaters was a little over
$300,000, he said.
Hopkins' son, Chris Hopkins,
is the manager of the Cheri in
Murray (the family also runs a
theater in Martin, Tenn.). He
said studios now send them a
hard drive instead of film for the
two digital projectors. Although
the common moviegoer might
not notice a huge difference in
the images of film and digital, a
big advantage is that the movie
looks the same every time it is
played.
"One good thing about it is

Ill See Page 2A
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John Hopkins, owner/manager of Cheri Theatres, stands next
to one of the two digital projectors the Murray theater purchased in October,
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet officials are alerting
drivers in the MurrayCalloway County area to use
caution when crossing unfinished construction work along
Ky. 80 in west Calloway
County.
A KTC contractor is stepping
up the level of construction
work along the section which
will generate substantial truck:
and equipment activity along:
the work zone creating potential traffic conflicts for
motorists traveling side roads
that cross through the corridor
Trucks and other heavy
equipment will be pre-treating
the road sub-surface with
cement. Motorists are likely to
encounter equipment seven
days a week with most construction concentrate between
7 a.m. through 7 p.m.
Stop signs have been placed
at intersections to improve the

•See Page 2A

Proposed city
budget increases
parking stickers,
insurance tax
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The price of Murray City
stickers could increase by $15 if
the preliminary 2009-2010
budget is approved at upcoming
City Council meetings.
The price of a city sticker is
currently $35 for most vehicles
and drivers must purchase them
by the end of May to avoid a
fine, said City Finance Officer
Alan Lanier. He said there are
different tiers for vehicles like
motorcycles and heavy-duty
trucks.
If the proposed 2009-2010
budget is passed as it is, drivers
of most vehicles would pay $50
for the stickers at this time next
year. This would be an increase
of approximately 42.9 percent.
While this may sound like a big
jump, Lanier said the $35 fee
was set in 1988 and has not
been adjusted since then. He
said if the fee were adjusted for
inflation, the cost would now be
between $63 and $65.
"As our costs keep increasing,
we have to look for other rev-
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•Burglaries prompt posting of reward
From Front
burglaries are likely connected
and that they are following a
couple of small leads, hut there
have been no major breaks in
the cases.
After the library VI dh burglarized, the First Methodist Church
followed on March 27; First
Baptist Church on April 3; First
Presbyterian Church on April 6;
Murray Animal Hospital on
April 7; Grace Baptist Church
and the Veterinary Medical

•Ky. 80

Center were reported April 13.
A weekend robbery was also
reported at K Squared Designs
on Monday. April 27.
Guge said there had also been
break-ins at Harlan Automotive,
Memorial Baptist Church,
Overby
Automotive
and
Williams Radiator and Glass.
Chuck Wynn. a local business
owner, said this morning he also
reported two break-ins to
employee vehicles several
weeks ago during daylight
hours.

margin of safety for both workers and motorists. Highways
and roads that will see this
increased activity level include
KY 1836 (Hammond Road).
Cook Store Trail, Potts Road.
Ky. 299 (Kirksey Highway).
Coleman Trail, Ky. 783 t Airport

Road). Hale Road and Bnnn
Road.
Motorists
traveling these
routes should be alert for a substantial increase in truck and
equipment traffic and adjust
driving habits accordingly.
The estimated completion
date for the project is late Spring
2010.

•MCCH
From Front
reopening soon, as long as
weather permits. Once Eighth
Street is back open, Ninth Street
will again close.
The board heard and approved
a $164,652.68 addition to the
plans that will create a room for
a second MRI. After looking at
statistics on the nsing need for
MR1s, it was decided to set
aside and prepare an area mat
could house a potential second
MRI, if needed. The board
agreed it would be better to
spend the money now to prepare
the room rather than have to
spend more money later to renovate an existing room.
Brad Bloemer, vice president
of financial services, reported
the hospital recorded a net operating income of $700,000 in
March, well over the budgeted
target of $533,000 Bloerner

Guge said police are advising
business owners to make sure
their doors and windows are
secured and that they take steps
to light darkened areas. She said
business owners could request
that an officer come take a look
at their building and make reconallielidatiOnS to protect themselves. She said they needed to
make sure their alarms are set
properly and that police have
up-to-date after-hours contact
information for their business.
Guge said business owners

added that most hospitals are
experiencing a downturn in outpatient services, but MCCH's
outpatient services have been
strong.
"We are still in a very sound
financial condition," said board
chair Sharon Furches. "The
community is a tremendous
asset to the hospital and we
appreciate their support."
In other business, the board:
• Heard and approved the corporate compliance quarterly
report.
• Heard and approved a personnel committee report,
• Scheduled the tentative date
of Monday. Nov. 16 as the annual City/County meeting.
• Viewed two television commercials for MCCH that will
begin airing during the third
week of May.

From Front
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PADUCAH, K.(AP)-- A former coordinator for Toys for Tots
in Paducah has pleaded guilty to stealing more than $10,000 from
the children's charity.
The Paducah Sun reported prosecutors recommended a two-year
sentence for Jason Carper's plea entered in court on Wednesday to
felony theft.
Commonwealth Attorney Tint Kaltenbach said you can't steal
money that has been donated for children and not expect to go to
prison.
Carper declined comment, but his attorney, Will Kautz said
pay for bills after being injured
Carper initially took the !none
and losing his job.

PADUCAH.
(AP) — Jurors in western Kentucky are resuming deliberations in the case of an ex-soldier charged with crimes
in Iraq that could bring him the death penalty if he's convicted.
Deliberations ended Wednesday without a verdict in the case
against former 101st Airborne Division Pfc. Steven Dale Green
Green. of Midland. Texas, has pleaded not guilty to charges that
he raped an Iraqi teen and killed her and her family.
Prosecutor Marisa Ford told jurors in closing arguments that
Green and three others "forfeited their right to call themselves
American soldiers" when they attacked the Iraqi family.
Defense attorney' Scott Wendelsdorf said the evidence doesn't
support convicting Green of a capital crime and told jurors they
should consider a lesser charge of second-degree murder.

Governor, wife earn nearly $250,000 in 'OS
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Tax returns show Gov. Steve
Beshear and first lady Jane Beshear earned $240,371 in 2008,
their first full year in the Governor's Mansion.
They also received a federal tax refund of $57,147 and a state
refund of $7,444 on their joint tax filings.
The Beshears voluntarily released their tax returns Wednesday at
the request of the Lexington Herald-Leader.
The filings indicate the Beshears gave $48,626 to charities.
He listed his occupation as governor. She said her occupation
was farm manager. They own Hourglass Farm. near the boundary
of Fayette and Clark counties.

From Front
enue streams," he said.
Lanier said the proposed
budget also calls for an increase
in city insurance taxes. If it is
passed as it stands, the rate

would go from 9.5 percent to
10.5 percent.
The first reading of the budget
is scheduled for the May 28 City
Council meeting and the second
reading is scheduled for June
II, Lanier said,

Police, Sheriff, RISU Logs
fling to "buy them but are now
having to wait until the economy improves. Cheri was able to
install their digital projectors
about four months before the
Cinemark chain in Paducah was
equipped for digital and 3D, he
said.
The 3D "Monsters Vs. Aliens"
just finished its run at the Cheri
and "X-Men: Origins" opened
last week in one of the digital
theaters. The second big summer movie opens tonight. "Star
Trek" is "Lost" creator kJ.
Abrams' reboot of the popular
science fiction franchise. Chris
Hopkins said Paramount gave
them permission to start showing it tonight, a day before its
official opening date. Show
times are 6:55 p.m. and 9:50
p.m.

Town Crier
For
Best
Resutts

Charity coordinator pleads gully to theft

•Proposed budget ...

II Theater ...
that there's no quality degrading," Chris Hopkins said. "You
can have the best and cleanest
film and it's still going to downgrade from running it. With digital, it's going to look exactly
the same after 40 days as it did
on opening day."
Possibly the biggest advantage of
having digital projectors is that it
allows the Cheri to play all the new
3-D movies that have been released
more often in the last year or so.
John Hopkins said the 3D versions
of movies always out-gross their
2D counterparts. Cheri uses the
Dolby Digital 3D system, he said.
John Hopkins said the Cheri
has been lucky that it invested in
the digital projectors before the
full force of the recession hit.
Many theaters had been plan-

News in Brief

Jury returning to deliberate case

company pays all its employees' medical costs, so it is very
concerned with keeping them
healthy. He said Pella gives
health screenings to its more
than 8,000 employees in II
states, as well as their spouses.
He said these screenings meant
that Pella paid its lowest health
insurance last year.
Fraher said the company also
has contests with its employees
such as a I2-week weight-loss
program called "Move It or
Lose It.- He said this was a fun
competition and that the
employee that loses the largest
percentage of weight wins a
prize.
Jones said that making workplaces healthier is great way to
promote healthful lifestyles. She
encouraged everyone to read
through the packets on the
tables to find out how to get
involved and start teams for the
Heart Walk. Ways to support the
walk include corporate sponsorship. company teams and inkind sponsorship. She said this
year's goal was to raise
$92,000.

lather.
Rebecca Wright from MurrayCalloway County Hospital's
Center for Health and Wellness
said a healthful diet is one of the
most important factors in avoiding heart disease. She said
everyone should know their
daily calorie intake and make
sure they don't consume more
calories than they burn. She said
if you don't already exercise
regularly, you should start.
Eating nutritious food is also
important. Wright said, and she
suggested eating whole grain
cereal in the mornings and limiting egg yolks to every other
day instead of every day.
Wright said business owners
should also be concerned about
the health of their employees
and should do what they can to
encourage good habits. She said
they could stock the vending
machines at work with more
than just soda, candy bars and
chips. Employers shouid also
avoid rewarding their workers
with fattening foods and could
instead hand out gym memberships, she said.
Don Fraher, human resource
manager with Pella, said his

From Front

dElk

also need to document their serial numbers on all electronic
equipment. If an item does not
have a serial number, an item
can be engraved in an inconspicuous area to set it apart if n is
stolen, she said.
Anyone with any information
about the burglaries is asked to
please contact detectives Sgt.
Tom Bailey. Kendra Clere or
Angel Clere at the police department by calling 753-1621.

•Heart Walk ...
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From Front

Kentucky

•••

NOTICE
• The
Murray
State
University Board of Regents
will meet in special session
today (Thursday) at 6:30
p.m. in the Mississippi Room
on the third floor of the Curris
Center to discuss an amendment to 2009-10 tuition and
mandatory fees action.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

Murray Police Department
- A theft report was taken at 1:48 p.m. April 24 at Grease Monkey
on South 12th Street.
- A theft report was taken at 2:14 p.m. at the police station after
someone reported a stolen debit card.
- A theft report was taken at 2:22 p.m. at the police station_
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 5:47 p.m. on North Fourth
Street next to Garland Rentals after someone reported a melba),
had been taken out.
A theft report was taken at 6:20 p.m at Embassy Apartments.
- A theft report was taken at 10:28 p.m. for a stolen dog.
- A theft report was taken at 2:24 a.m Apnl 25 at Kroger, 808
North 12th St. after someone reported a stolen bike.
- A burglary report was taken at 3:26 a.m. at 609 South Fourth St.
- A theft report was taken at 4:48 a.m. at Baymont Inn, 1210 North
12th St.. after an employee's purse was reported stolen from the
counter.
- A stolen vehicle was reported at 6:44 a.m. at 613 South Third St.
- A theft report was taken at 10:54 a.m. at 1402 Main St.
- A theft report was taken at 2.16 p.m. at the station.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 2:47 p.m. at the station
after someone reported vandalism to buses.
- A theft report was taken at 2:22 a.m. April 26 at 309 Murray
Place.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
- A theft report was taken at 449 p.m. April 25, at the Kir-ksey ball
park after someone reported stolen seats.
- A third-degree criminal mischief/vandalism report was taken at
7:33 a.m. April 26, after a fence was torn down.
- A report was taken at 8:15 a.m. April 27 for possible theft of
items.
- A theft report was taken at 6:36 p.m. at 360 Morris Rd. after a
woman reported that a female stole money from her.
- A burglary was reported at 9:32 a.m. April 28 at a residence on
Highway 94 east.
- A theft from a storage unit at Papa Smurf's Storage on 94 East
was reported at 1027 a.m.
- A theft report was taken at 1:30 p.m. on Lakeview Cabins Drive
afte! someone reported stolen rods and reels from a boat.
— /nformarien is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Lathe Gearidine (Geri) Van Etton

Paid Obituary

Thursday, May 7, 2009•3A

Jobless claims plunge, but
unemployment at record high

!sirs Lottie Gearldine (Gen) Van Etton. 70, Garden. City, Mich.,
hirinerly of the Lynn Grove community and a 1956 graduate of
WASHINGTON (AP) Even with the bag diop in
Lynn Grove High School. died Tuesday. May 5
New applications for jobless new applications for jobless
2009, at 6:16 p.m. at her home. Her death followed David A. Wells
David A. Wells died at his home in Boise. Idaho on Sunday, May benefits plunged to the lowest benefits last week, the claims
an extended illness.
3. 2(109. after a year-long battle with cancer. He recently retired from level in 14 weeks, a possible remained at elevated levels By
Preceding her in death were her husband,
Etoise Stat.: Linirmity after 23 yeius of service as sign that the massive wave of comparison, weekly jobless
Thomas V4111 EALUO who died in April of 1965; her
director of the Keith Stein Blue Thunder Marching layoffs has peaked. Still, the claims totaled 372,00 a year
parents. Floyd and Neva Windsor Taylor who died
Band, associate professor of music, Kappa Kappa number of unemployed workers ago.
from injuries sustained in a car accident in 1968:
But since peaking at 674,0(8)
Psi faculty advisor, and adjunct professor for getting benefits climbed to a
two brothers. Bill and Cody Taylor. and two sisin late March, claims have been
VanderCook C'ollege of Music in Chicago, Ill. He new record.
ters, Martha Wallace and Ruevene Moffitt. She
The Labor Department trending lower, raising hopes
attended Kent State University and holds music
was born Aug. 9. 1948, in Calloway County.
education degrees from Ashland University in reported Thursday that the num- that the huge wave of layoffs
Survivors include three sons, Tommy. Jimmy
ber newly laid off workers that have rocked the country
Ohio and VanderCook College of Music.
Etton
and Kirk Van Etton, and three daughters, Cindy
Before coming to Boise. Wells directed the applying for benefits dropped to could be easing a bit.
Gross and Kim Barrons, all of Michigan. and Kelley Ribar,
marching bands at Murray State University in 601,000 last week. That was far
Even if the recent declines
Mississippi; one brother, Ruble Taylor, Murray: three sisters, Lynda
Kentucky. He was supervisor of music and taught better than the rise to 635,0(81) signal that layoffs have peaked.
Welts
Cooper and husband, Gerald, Sylvia Sanert and husband. Erroll, and
instrumental music in Lexington Public Schools in claims that economists expect- economists do not expect them
Ohio and began his teaching career in Cuyahoga ed.
Frances Vance. all of Murray, and Barbara Roberts, Noah Port, Ala.,
to return to pre-recession levels
Heights, Ohio High School and Hillsdale
several nieces and nephews.
But the total number of peo- anytime soon. They expect the
Consolidated Schools.
Hospice is in charge of arrangements. She had requested her
ple receiving jobless benefits jobless rate will keep rising
Mr. Wells sersed as guest conductor, performer, climbed to 6.35 million, setting through the rest of this year
body be donated to Wayne State University Research in Michigan.
adjudicator and producer of many nationally a record for a 14th straight even if their forecasts for an end
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of Michigan,
acclaimed events. He produced the pre-game and week.
400 Mack Ave., Detroit, MI 48201 or American Cancer Society
to the recession in the second
half-time shows for the BSU Blue Thunder Marching Band, Roady's
Relay for Life of Calloway County.
The four-week moving aver- half of 2009 are accurate.
Humanitarian Bowl in Boise. the NFUAFL Pro Bowl in Honolulu, age of initial jobless claims.
The government is scheduled
Hawaii, Hall of Fame Bowl in Florida. the Holiday Bowl in which smooths out volatility,
Eugene Flood
to release unemployment data
California and was the Marching Band Drill Design Director for the totaled 623,500 last week, a
for April on Friday. Analysts
Eugene Flood. 93, Georgetown, died Tuesday. May 5, 2009.
Pearl City High School Charger Marching Band in Pearl City. decrease of more than
30.((8) expect the jobless rate will
He received his bachelor's degree from the University of
Hawaii.
from the high in early April. climb to 8.9 percent from the
Kentucky, his MBA from New York University, and
He founded the Idaho High School All Star Band, has been an
also attended American University in Washington, D. adjudicator for the Oahu Marching Band Festival, and "Easter in Goldman. Sachs economists current 25-year high of 8.5 perC. He retired from the United States Air Force as a Maastricht- music festival in The Netherlands. He has presented the have said a decline of 30,000 to cent. Many analysts expect the
lieutenant colonel and from Murray State University Cavalcade USA workshops and clinics throughout the country for 40.000 in the four-week average jobless rate will hit 10 percent
by the end of this year.
as professor of management. He was a member of the last 30 years. Marching bands, under his direction, performed in is needed to signal a peak.
In a separate report, the govThe rise in continuing claims
First United Methodist Church. Lexington.
the Fiesta Bowl. the Hollywood, Calif., Christmas Parade,
Born in Henry County, Ky., he was the son of the late Marion H. Tournament of Roses Parade, the Boise River Festival "River ernment said that productivity. to 6.35 million was registered
and Fannie Harris Flood. Also preceding him in death were one sis- Giants" Parade and the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade. He was the key ingredient to rising liv- for the week ending April 25,
ter and three brothers.
guest conductor with the Pearl City High School Wind Symphony at ing standards, grew at a 0.8 per- the latest data available. That
Survivors include his wife, Anne Eliott Flood: one daughter, the Mid-West Band and Orchestra Clinic in Chicago. Illinois and at cent annual rate in the January- was up from 6.30 million in the
March quarter, slightly better previous week and marked the
Mary (Wende) Rood Harney and husband, Dan, Georgetown; two the Hamamatsu International Band Festival in Japan.
Mr. Wells is a member of the American Bandmasters Association than the 0.6 percent increase highest tally on records dating
granddaughters, Elizabeth Ann Harney. Louisville, and Sarah
Catherine Harney, Lexington; sister-in-law, Betty Luigart Snowden and the Idaho Music Educator's Hall of Fame. He was named a that economists had expected. to 1967.
The high level of continuing
Lowell Mason Fellow of the MENC National Association for Music Wage pressures, as measured by
and husband, less, Winchester; several nieces and nephews.
Private family services and burial will be held at a later date. Education: and received the Morrison Center for the Performing unit labor costs, increased at a claims is a sign that many laid3.3 percent rate, down from a off workers are having difficulty
Visitation will be Friday from 5 to 7 p.m. at Milward Funeral Home. Arts Medallion and the Medal of Honor from the Mid-West Band
Clinic during the concert appearance of his Lexington High School 5.7 percent spike in the fourth finding work.
North Broadway, Lexington.
quarter.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice Care Center, and Junior High School Bands. His dedication and passion impacted students at Boise State and across the country. He was instrumenSaint Joseph Hospital, Saint Joseph Dr., Lexington, KY 40504.
tal in attracting music students to Boise State; his influence will be
felt for years to come. He was truly loved by those with whom he
MIS. Neile irvan Pace
worked and he will be sorely missed. Born July 22, 1939 in
The funeral for Mrs. Nelle lrvan Pace was Sunday at 2 p.m. at Mansfield, Ohio, he was one of five children born
to William and
Zion's Cause Baptist Church, Benton, with Rev. Charles Frazier Iris Sprague Wells. He is survived by his wife of47 years, Lavaughn
officiating. Burial will be in Pace Cemetery at a later date. Filbeck- of Boise: sons, Steven and wife, Simonne. of Amsterdam; Scott and
Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton, was in charge of arrange- wife, Gaye Lynn, grandsons, Christopher and Nicholas of Newnan,
WASHINGTON (AP)- An Kentucky, Texas, New Mexico.
ments.
Ga.; brother, Dean Wells of Mansfield. Ohio; and sister, Jean Ann
Carolina.
South
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Zion's Cause Baptist King, Xenia, Ohio. He served in the Air Force Reserve before being estimated 3.5 million children Kansas.
under the age of 5 are at risk of Tennessee, Idaho and Arkansas.
Church Building Fund, 1532 U.S. 68 West, Benton, KY 42025.
called to active duty in 1961 when he served in the 164th Tactical
hunger in the United States.
According to the Agriculture
Mrs. Pace, 98, Benton, died Friday. May I. 2009, at 5:25 a.m. in Fighter Squadron of the Ohio Air National Guard. He was honorably
according to a look at govern- Department, 11 percent of
Benton. A retired teacher, she was a graduate of Murray High School discharged after completing his military obligation as a member of
ment numbers by an anti-hunger households lacked enough food
and Murray State College and had taught school at the Murray City the 555th Air Force Band in Toledo, Ohio. He attended the Cathedral
group.
for an active, healthy life.
Elementary School. She was a member of Zion's Cause Baptist of the Rockies United Methodist Church and was an avid golfer.
That's more than 17 percent before the economy worsened
There
will
be
a
public
gathering
on Thursday. May 7, 2009 from
Church.
of children who could suffer late last year.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Keith Pace; one son. 4-6 p.m. at Summers Funeral Home, 1205 W. Bannock Street,
cognitive and developmental
The study looks at a range of
Charles lrvan Pace; four sisters and three brothers. She was the Boise. The funeral will be Friday. May 8,2009 at 1 p.m. at Cathedral damage
if they are not properly children who are at risk, from
of the Rockies, 717 N. Ilth, Boise, to he followed by a brief recepdaughter of the late Dr. Oscar Brown lrvan and Ora rulton lrvan.
fed.
those who have low quality or
Survivors include one son, John Pace, Benton; four grandchil- tion at the church and an open house at the band office from 3 to 5
The not-for-profit adwc.acy variety of food to those who
p.m.
A
graveside
service
will
be
held
on
Monday.
May
II,
2009
at
dren, Sarah McGowan, Benton, Elizabeth Owen. Ledbetter. and
10 a.m. at the Idaho Veterans('emetery. Contributions may be made group Feeding America based regularly experience hunger.
Maik Pace and Tammy Pomeroy, both of Hendersonville, Tenn.;
A lack of nutritious food,
to the David and Lavaughn Wells Blue Thunder Scholarship Fund. its findings on 2005-2007 data
lour-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
from the U.S. Census Bureau especially in the earliest formaArrangements are by Summers Funeral Homes, Boise Chapel.
and the Agriculture Department. tive years. can have a lasting
The study, released Thursday, is impact on physical and behavthe first to look at these num- ioral health, along with develbers for children under the age opment and academic achieveof 5. according to the group.
ment.
WASHINGTON (AP)- In Florida delegations are sure to including ending production of
And just as Congress is
The study also shows that in
"These children without the
twin strokes. President Barack fight the elimination of the Stair the F-22 fighter and killing a beginning work on a new war
II states, more than 20 percent availability of nutrition don't
Obama is calling on Congress to Criminal Alien Assistance much-maligned replacement bill to fund military operations
award generous budget increas- Program, which gives money to helicopter fleet for the president. in Iraq and Afghanistan into the of children under 5 are at risk of have the chance to spring back"
es to domestic programs while states to help defray the cost of
Budget Director Peter Orszag fall. Obama is sending up a going hungry. Louisiana has the said Vicki Escarra, president
highest rate, with just under a and chief executive of Feeding
proposing relatively modest cuts incarcerating illegal immigrants briefed Democratic lawmakers $130 billion request to fund
to wasteful or obsolete pro- who commit crimes. President on a partial roster of the cuts them next year. That figure may quarter of children at risk, fol- America.
grams that just won't seem to George W. Bush tried and failed Wednesday. Obama also is not be adequate considering the lowed by North Carolina, Ohio,
die.
to kill the $400 million program fleshing out the details of the increase in the tempo of operaOfficials said Wednesday several times.
$1.3 trillion portion of the budg- tions in Afghanistan. Obama has
that Obama's promised line-byAbout half the budget sav- et that he requested Congress said repeatedly his administraline scrub of the federal budget ings would come from an effort pass through appropriations tion will go through the budget
had produced a roster of 121 by Defense Secretary Robert bills for the budget year begin- "line by line" to eliminate
budget cuts totaling SI7 billion Gates to curb defense prograrhs, ning Oct. I.
111\A stint 111', vlIR c•1854
waste.
-or about one-half of I percent
of the $3.4 trillion budget
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Free official GED Practice
Tests will be given Saturday

Ann/C)ersary

Calloway County Adult gnit Family
Education is offering a chance to take the
official GED practice tests free on Saturday.
These tests are required before anyone in
Kentucky can take the actual GED.
The tests will be given from 8 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. at the Learning Center at 91
Chestnut St., Murray. To reserve your place
or for more Information call 759-5525

Jo's
Datebook

4-H Club plans pool party

Calloway County 4-H will sponsor a pool
.
By Jo Burkeen party Saturday from 4 to 6 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Wellness Centet:
Community
The cost is $5 per person. but parents are free...,
Editor

Shotgun Shoot Fundraiser Saturday

.

Shotgun Shoot Fundraiser will be Saturday from 10 a.m. to
p.m. at the Jackson Purchase Gun Club, located on Cook Store Trail
off of Ky. Hwy. 121 North. Names will be placed in drawing for
each event entered. Winners will be drawn at 4 p.m. and you do not
have to be present to win. Proceeds will benefit the Callowa$;•
County 4-H Shotgun Team. For more information call Mitch
Nesbitt at 293-7437 or the gun club at 489-2567.

Pancake Breakfast planned
A breakfast of unlimited pancakes with a side order of eggs and
bacon with either milk or juice to drink will be served Saturday
from 7 to II a.m. at The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints. 602 South 16th St., Murray. Funds will benefit Boy Scout
Troop 112. The public is urged to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Scott Jones
Kelly Lynne Arnold of Murray and Nathan Scott Jones of Almo
were married Saturday. March 14. 2009, at West Fork Baptist
Church.
The bride is the daughter of Dale and Janet Arnold of Murray.
The groom is the son of Leanne Jones of Murray and David and
Sheri Jones of Almo.
Rev. Matthew Williams officiated.
Lisa Bell of Murray was the matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Whitney Jones. Bowling Green, and Marci
Little. Charlotte. N.C.
Amberlie Moms of Almo was flower girl.
Kyle Starks of AIM° was best man.
Groomsmen were Michael Stanger and Brandon Elkins, both of
Murray.
Caleb Moss o‘Almo was ring bearer.
A reception followed in the Family Life Center of the church.
The bride received her associate degree in nursing at West
Kentucky Community & Technical College. She is now employed
as an RN at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The groom received his bachelor of science in electro-mechanical enginenring. He is now employed at Briggs & Stratton.

Bell family reunion Saturday

Mr. and Mrs. Henry P. Hutson
Mr. and Mrs. Henry P. Hutson of 701 Third St., Hazel, will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, May 17, 2009,
with a reception, hosted by their family. from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
Fellowship Hall of Hazel Baptist Church.
All relatives and friends are invited. The couple requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. Hutson and the former Patricia Barrow were married May
14. 1959, by Justice of the Peace A.G. McGehee at Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Hutson is the daughter of the late Chester Barrow and the
late Burline Barrow Vance of Hazel and the stepdaughter of R.M.
Vance. Mr. Hutson is the son of the late Elton and Sylvia Hutson of
Buchanan, Tenn.
Their children are Sandra Craig and husband. Ken. of Hazel.
Mickey Hutson and wife, Lone Hale, Collierville. Tenn., and Mark
Hutson of LaVergne, Tenn. Their grandsons are Brad and Cameron
Hutson and Bryan and Clint Craig.

A reunion for all of the family of Clyde Henry Bell and Susan
Cunningham Bell who were married Dec. 20, 1914, will be
Saturday at 1 p.m. at the Hardin community building. Hardin. Each
one is asked to bring a dessert or a finger food and drinks of your
families' choice.

Mother's Day Tea Sunday
DIVAS Ministry of Greater Hope Baptist Church will host a
Mother's Day Celebration tea on Sunday at 3 p.m. at the Mississippi
Room in the Curris Center at Murray State University. Tickers are
$5 in advance and no tickets will be sold at the door. For more information call the church at 759-5835.

Red Cross plans CPR class
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
have a Community CPR Class on Saturday from 9 a.m. 1o4 p.m. at
the Calloway County Public Library. Each one must register by
calling 753-421 or e-mail jwlson@callowaycoredcross.org.

'Fire Proof' movie Friday
Westside Baptist church will present a movie by "Fire Proof'on
Friday at 6 p.m. at the church. Tickets are free.

Downtown Market will start
The Downtown Saturday Market's I I th season will open
Saturday from 7 a.m. ba noon on Murray's Court Square. Items on
the market include home grown strawberries, tomatoes, lettuce.
radishes, cabbage, asparagus, green onions, plants, herbs. Tilapia
fish, fresh baked breads, rolls, muffins, pies, cookies and organic
plant food and soil conditioner. The market will continue each
Saturday through Oct. 24. For more information call Murray Main
Street, 759-9474 or Martha Ails, market coordinator, 753-7222.
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Workshop has few openings
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Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5
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There are a few openings for Dale Leys On-Site Drawing workshop scheduled for May 11 and 12 from 8:30 a.m. to noon at the
Murray Art Guild, 500 North 4th St., Murray, before setting up at
designated location. MSU Prof. Leys will focus on materials and
techniques for drawing on site. For registration or additional information contact the Guild at 753-4059 or e-mail
murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.
Photo provided

SPECIAL BIRTHDAY: Twins, Christine Garland Downs, left,
and Emmajean Garland Fox celebrated their 80th birthday
Saturday, April 4. They were born on that date in 1929. A surprise birthday party hosted by family and friends was given in
their honor.

Health Forum planned Monday
PADUCAH, Ky. — The
Purchase
District
Health
Department invites interested
individuals to participate in the
local Maternal and Child Health
Forum to be held at the Luther F.
Carson Four Rivers Center on
Monday, from 9 a.m. until
I 2noon.
The
Kentucky
Department for Public Health
MPH) developed these forums
in collaboration with local

Mi/It' 1/(44 Il 1 Lt.

i
)1 .

health departments to gather
input from state and local government. education, health care.
private industry and other interested individuals.
Participants will discuss the
economic and societal impact of
health, including the oral. physteal and mental health of mothers and children. Health officials

•See Page 6A

Special event Friday
Vintage Rose & Murray-Calloway County Hospital are hosting
this special event on Friday from noon to 2 p.m. to raise money for
the Vera Bradley Foundation for Breast Cancer. Pink ribbons will be
sold for $5 at the MCCH Gift shop and Vintage Rose. Ribbons will
be personalized with their honoree's name and displayed at Vintage
Rose during the entire month of May. All participants will be eligible to win a Hope Garden Vera Bradley Bag.

Street Fair at Jazz in the Park
The 12th annual Jazz in the Park will be Saturday beginning at
noon at the Central Park Amphitheater. Events include performances by jazz ensembles from Murray Middle, Paducah Middle, Graves
County Middle and Marshall County High School and this year's
headliner group, the DiMartino Osland Jazz Orchestra (DOJO).
Performances begin at 12:30 p.m. with DOCO performing at 7 p.m.
A Street Fair featuring food, activities, games, inflatables and
booths from community organizations will be set up across the
street in the court House pavilion parking lot. In case of rain, the
event will move to Murray Middle. There is no admission fee

Pamyer Yaur Nam With Our
Mother's Mae-Over'Month
During the month ofMay, Mothers can join Family Fitness center and bring a
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Delaney and Flood

Cox and Wyatt

Elkins and Hopkins
Phillip and Can Elkins of Kirksey announce the engagement of
their daughter, Danielle Elkins. to Austin Hopkins, son of Lori and
Jamie Hopkins of Hazel and Ricky Hopkins of Murray.
Miss Elkins is the granddaughter of JoAnn and Jimmy Potter of
New Concord and Bill Elkins and the late Laverne Elkins of
Kirksey.
Mr. Hopkins is the grandson of the late Edna Broach and James
and Karen Hopkins of Murray.
The bride-elect, a fall 2009 graduate of Murray State University,
is employed by 'Kids Childhood Enrichment Center of Murray.
The groom-elect, a 2006 graduate of Calloway County High
School. is employed by Vance Heating & Air.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 23. 2009, at 5 p.m. at
Kenlake Stare Resort Park. Aurora.

Gavin and Jill Cox of Hilton Head Island, S.C.. announce the
engagement of their daughter, Kristin Ashley Cox of Hilton Head
Island, to Bennie Neil Wyatt of London. Ky., son of Bennie Wyatt
of Murray, Ky., and Arlene Gibson of London, Ky.
Miss Cox is the granddaughter of Gus and Jennifer Leshnick and
Ian and Shirley Cox.
Mr. Wyatt is the grandson of Woodsie Creech and the late
Willard Creech and the late Raymond and Lorene Wyatt.
The bride-to-be is a graduate of the College of Charleston and is
employed by Wazoo Sports in London. Ky. The groom-to-be is pursuing his degree in business at Georgetown College and is
employed by HSBC in London. Ky.
The couple will be married at St. Luke's Episcopal Church on
Hilton Head Island, S.C.. on Saturday, May 16, 2009 at 5:30 p.m.
There will be a second reception to be June 6. 2009 in London,
Ky., for all friends and family that can make it.

Research
Scholar
Fellowships
available
Research
Scholar
Fellowships are available for the
2009-10 academic year through
the Office of Undergraduate
Research and Scholarly Activity
(URSA), with support from the
Murray State University(MSU)
office of the provost.
To be eligible for one of the
awards, a student must be
enrolled as a full-time MSC.
undergraduate. The project must
have a faculty mentor and
should be completed during the
upcoming academic
year.
although work on the project
may continue into the summer
of 2010. Each fellowship carries
a student stipend of $2.000, paid
out as work on the project progresses. Each fellowship also
has an expense budget of $500
and a faculty stipend of $500.
Should additional funds be
needed for supplies, travel. etc..
additional support can be sought
through the URSA grant program.
"These Research Scholar
Fellowships allow our undergraduate students the opportunity to engage in an active learning environment by pursuing
research projects of interest
alongside our faculty. In many
instances, the research culminates in a journal publication or
professional presentation." said
Dr. Gary Brockway. provost and
vice president for academic
affairs.
To apply, complete the
Research Scholar Fellowship
application. found at the URSA
'website: http://campus.mur:raystate.edu/services/URSA.
hard copies of completed appli:cations. with student and faculty
:signatures, should be submitted
:by September 18. 2009. A copy
.of the application should also be
'submitted via email (as an
attachment) by this date to
jtxly.cofer@ murraystate.edu.
be
Applications
will
reviewed by a committee comprised of members of the URSA
Advisory Board. Selection will
be made on merit of the project
and likelihood of the project
-being successfully completed.
The undergraduate applicant is
'expected to take significant
ownership of the project.
although substantial mentor
expected.
is
guidance
:Presentations and publications
:of the work are expected.
: Contact the Office of
'Undergraduate Research and
'Scholarly Activity by phone at
'4270) 809-3192 or by email at
ijody.cofer@murraystate.edu
.with any questions regarding the
Research Scholar Fellowship
program or the application
process.

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Delaney of Hopkinsville announce the
engagement of their daughter. Lindsay Pat Delaney. to Allen Morris
Flood. son of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Flood of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. George T.
Barnett and Mr. and Mrs. Albert A. Delaney. all of Hopkinsville.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Frances Flood and the
late Eura Flood of Murray and Mrs. Lillian Prescott and the late
David Prescott.
Miss Delaney, a graduate of Christian County High School, is a
2007 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor of science degree in elementary education. She is employed by the
Calloway County Board of Education.
Mr. Flood is a graduate of Calloway County High School and
attended Murray State University. He is employed by Forever
Communications, Froggy 103.7, Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 30, 2009, at 3 p.m. at
Henderson Memorial Baptist Church, Hopkinsville.
All relatives and friends are in‘ited
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Poems released by Potpourri participants

nyayeinen/

Writer's
Potpourri
will meet
Saturday at
9:30 a.m. at
h
e
Calloway
County
Public
Library. All
interested
writers are
invited.
Wilma Sanders,
Wilma J.
Director
Sanders,
director, has
released some poems written by
the participants at the April
meeting as follows:
Meadow Music
By Wilma J. Sanders
My calendar reads April
When I step outside my door
I hear music in the meadow
That I've not heard before
The winds have ceased
And the night is very still
Frogs sing out their music
From a pond on yonder's hill
A whip-poor-will calls out
It's time to plant the corn

Writes
Potpourri

Forum

(leaver and O'Barr
Max and LeeAnn Cleaver of Murray and Bill and Kathy Nelson
of Benton announce the engagement of their daughter. Ashley Lynn
(leaser. to Terry Dewayne 0'Barr. son of Raymond Jr. and Rena
(rBarr of Union Hill. Ala.
Miss Cleaver is the granddaughter of Freda Lovett and the late
Ralph D. Lovett of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver Jr. of
lm.'.
Mr. O'Llarr is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Stidger of Union Hill. Ala.. and the late Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
4EBarr of Leeds, Ala.
The bride-elect. a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High
School. is a 1999 graduate of Murray State University. She is a
member of Alpha Delta Pi sorority and is a real estate agent in
hunts'.ilk. Ala.
The groom-elect is a 1987 graduate of J.P. Brewer High School.
Ile is a surface mount technologist in Madison, Ala.
A June wedding is planned at the Historic Carnton Plantation in
Franklin. Tenn.
All friends and relatives are invited to a reception on Saturday,
July 25. 2009, beginning at 6:30 p.m. at the Miller Memorial Golf
Course Clubhouse in Murray, Ky.

Kickball tournament planned
The first Adult Co-ed Kickball
touniament has been scheduled
tor Saturday. May 23. at the
Murra Calloway County Park.
this m,111 be sponsored by
Campbell Realty. All proceeds
',sill benefit Big Brothers Big

Sisters. The cost is SI50 per
team. For more information call
Tracy or Keith Williams at 2933467 or 293-3468 or stop by
Campbell Realty to pick up your
registration forms. Deadline to
register is May 15.

You'll not see or hear him
Come dayreak in the morn
The beauty of the moment
Seems to calm my racing
mind
I give thanks to the -Creator"
For each blessing that is
mine.
Good Night Moon
By LaShell Jones
Good night moon tor on])
rnotnent

a

over the store.
Do we need more!
We find the right ones
now, can we go home.'
I'm tired, I'm dead
from shopping
and all this
store hopping.
Bye. adies
see you next time.

That 1 could not expet
What has thy moon done to
me.
To make me better?
Good night moon which I
regret to.make ever more.
Is it thy brightness that makes
me regret it?
Until we see thee once again
Good Night Moon.
Swinindng Snakes
By Michael Jay Inman
When you go swimming
in the lake,
watch out for
those snakes.
For they won't say
you're in my way.
They'll come right
for you and bite.
Then swim on through
and say I got you!

Run Devil Run
By Dorothy Locke Inman
Run the devil out.
Show him there
is no doubt,
that Jesus is love
and hallelujah!
I'll be living above
some glad happy day.
And the Old Devil
will go his way,
down below to
his burning home.
And he will
never more roam
to take Christians
from their thrones.
Where Jesus and God
rules with love.
In Heaven up above.

Shal we shine bnghter than
thee?
By the northern star.
Good nigh moon, for I feel
safe by thy side.
As dawn begins to break
And you start to fade away.
But until you come back,
good night moott.
Shall we say good night
moon for now.
And shine bright than thee?
Shop - Shop
Tis thy light we see at night. By Lenda Easley
And thy brightness we see
Shop. shop
most of at night.
till you drop.
Thy light has lifted my soul
Shpoes, dresses,
and heart.
pants and tops.
To a greater potential
Clu. clop,

•••

From Page 4A
are seeking input oii local initiatives, gaps and ways that local
communities can partner with
government and the private sector to increase the health status
of our mother's and children.
This input will be used in the
development of statewide priorities for the federal Maternal
and Child Health Services Title
V Block Grant.
The March of Dimes ranks
Kentucky at 46th in the 2008
Premature Birth Report Card
with a 15.2 percent preterm
birth rate. In the 2 to 4 year olds.
47 percent have visible untreat
ed tooth decay. National!).
Kentucky ranks sixth highest in
the combined percentages of
overweight and obese people.
These forums are an opportunity to spotlight the programs to
improve Kentucky's health status and to find ways to improve
the overall health of the mothers
and children.
For information call 270-3471490 or reifter online at:
https://apps.chfs.ky.gov/GenRe
gistration/ClassConf.aspx?AG

By KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times

KFV S-1 2 TOP TEACHER: Amanda Ashlock. fifth-grade teacher at Murray Middle School.
was recently selected to the KFVS- 12's Heartland's Best Teachers for 2009 Only 12 teachers
from the region receive this honor, and are selected after being nominated. Ashlock was surprised in her classroom by a television crew and her husband, Ken and son, Matthew (pictured).

REALTY
Check Out Our New Spring Listings!!!

ay - Edlyvffie 1311 Fleetwood I
Lake Bar:

264 Dogwood Dr,- $272,000
5 Brdroton, 2 Bath

- $379,900

5 Bedroom, 3.5 Bath

5185 Shoemaker Rd. - $269,900
22.7 Acres & Pond

1711 Magnolia - $172,000
4

Bedruum, 2 Bath

530("ouptrtown - $299,000
4 Bedroom, 3 Bath, 5 Acres & Stt maim Pool

1878 handi Kay

224 North Drive - $287,500

5 Bedroom, 3 Bath

4 Bedroom. 3.5 Bath

1568 Mockingbird - $2697590 303 Coles Campground Rd. - $230,000
4

Bedroom, 2 5 Bath

1800 Mdreee - $169.900

Member
Multiple
Listing
Service
[11

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath &6 Garages

2186 St. Rt. 121 N. - $149,900

906 Doran Rd. - $219,0004

Bedroom, 2 Bath

1307 Welts Boulevard. 1 -2 Jirt

3 Bedroom. 2 Bath. 3 Garages/Workshops

III

2048 Brion Road

139,900

1409 Hillw

Dr.- $129,900
Dicks

1721 Keenland - $118.000

144 Countryside Dr. - $114,000

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath

Laae - 117,171
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath

Come by...
www.murritykirreastate.com
GOOD NE001-113ORS....

711 Main St.

...MAKE GOOD REALTORS!
753-1222
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MSU GOLF ROUNDUP

Racers strategize at the Scarlet
MSU TAKES ADVANTAGE OF RAINY PRACTICE ROUND WEDNESDAY

DAVE WINDER r MSU Sports Information

Murray State junior Joyce Trus watches her tee shot Wednesday
during the Racers practice round at the Scarlet Course on the
campus of Ohio State University.

By MICHAEL WARN
bit different than Morgan's...
Sports Editor
The aftermentioned Trus and Cross,
Don't discount how important getting join Bethany Yates. Megan McKinney
off the tee, playing the short game or and Andrea Downer on the campus of
even putting is to the game of golf, but Ohio State University where they are
in tournament time, nothing is more scheduled to tee off today at 1:20 p.m.
important than your practice round.
"It started raining on hole No. 5 and
The
Murray
State
Unr‘;ersity never stopped," Milkman said. "But I
women's golf team drudged their way feel like we have a good idea of how the
through a soggy and wet Wednesday golf course is going to play."
practice round on the eve of the NCAA
In the same breath, the 16th-year
Women's Golf Tournament Central head coach only had one word to
Regional at the Scarlet Course.
describe how Thursday might be in
"You have to have a game plan." terms of how the course will play.
head coach Velvet Milkman said. "Golf
"Long," she said. "The golf course is
is a game of skill, but it's also a game of in such great shape it holds the water
strategy. Your strategy has to Match your really well and the one thing the rain has
skill. Joyce's game plan may be a little done is the greens are going to be soft.

CROSSTOWN SHOWDOWN: MURRAY 6, CALLOWAY CO. 6

WEATHER OUTLOOK IN COLUMBUS, OHIO

RIMY
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So therefore, it's going to hold those
long irons or fairway woods on some par
4's. When we first started out, the
greens were very firm. It was hard to
•See RACERS,2B

PLAYERS CHAMPIONSHIP

obody wins.
DARKNESS ENDS
CROSSTOWN
MATCHUP
IN 6-6 TiE

imeS

ool.
iers

SU r-

pic-

J PAT CARTER r AP

Rory Mcilroy hits a tee shot as spectators
take photos during a practice round for The
Players Championship golf tournament at
TPC Sawgrass gold course in Ponte Vedra
Beach, Fla., Wednesday.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
For the second consecutive
day, Murray squandered an
early lead against Calloway
County.
But on Taesday, the Tigers
didn't pay with a loss.
The second and final game
of the crosstown rivalry series
instead ended in a bizarre tie.
The game, played at Murray
State's Reagan Field due to wet
conditions at Ty Holland
Stadium, was deadlocked at six
going into the sixth inning.
: But shortly after 7 p.m..
ti.rith gray clouds hanging over
iliampus, umpires called the
same, sending both teams
home feeling unfulfilled, at
best.
As of this morning, it
appeared the game would be
sailed a tie and not completed.
Its outcome was virtual!)
meaningless as far as district
seeding is concerned. The
Lakers and Tigers are guaranteed to meet in the first round
Of the 4th District Tournament
i:n two weeks.
: With Marshall County havCng clinched the district and
Community Christian locked in
it the four-seed. Calloway .and

Pencils
Down
ROOKIES READY FOR
UNPREDICTABLE TEST
AT PLAYERS

DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
PONTE VEDRA BEACH, Fla. (API — The
Players Championship has its own version of a
Super Bowl media day.
For the last two years. the PGA Tour, brings
together all of its players who are competing for
the first time on the TPC Sawgrass. and it was an
eclectic group. One of them was Rory McIlroy,
who turned 20 this week and already is No. 18 in
the world. He was getting most of the attention, as
he often does.
There was a Ryder Cup player. Oliver Wilson
of England, who played across the street at
Sawgrass Country Club when he was in college,
hut had never seen the fearsome Stadium Course
until Monday.
Some of these rookies, such as Chez Reavie
and Y.E. Yang, already have won on the PGA Tour.
•See CROSSTOWN,28
Most of them have followed The Players
Championship over the years because of what it is
and where it's played. It's the closest thing to a
ISM 4T11 DISTRICT
major without being one — the strongest field in
SlAkaiNGS
golf with a $9.5 million purse — and is played on
School
DtsL (Overall)
the same course each year. one that is hard to forMarshall County
5-0 (18-3)
get with an island green and perhaps the most
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Calloway County 3-2-1 (18-9-1) Calloway County third baseman Logan Burks (left) and shortstop Casey Brockman collide on this pop fly dur- unpredictable closing stretch in golf.
Murray
2-2-1 (16-9-1) ing the third inning of the Lakers' game against Murray at Murray State's Reagan Field on Tuesday. Brockman
First impressions can go a long way.
Comm Christian
0-6 12-151
made the catch and the game ended in a 6-6 tie due to darkness.
"The first thing that stood out to me is the green
is much larger than it looks on television,- Kevin
Streelman said of the island-green 17th hole,
which can be the scariest 9-iron in golf.
Martin Laird of Scotland. who qualified by taking the I 25th spot on the money list last year, even
got nervous in practice.
"It's obviously a great hole, and I was happy to
get that behind me." he said after playing it for the
first time Tuesday. -You're even a little anxious to
hit your shot there in a practice round. Hopefully.
CHARITY CLASSIC WILL BENEFIT JAKE HODGE MEMORIAL PROJECT
I can hit four nice shots there during the week and
By TOMMY DILLARD
not give anyone anything to talk about."
This Weekend
Sports Writer
They all reached the same conclusion, that the
For each of the past four years, Mike
tournament rarely is with such a dynamic stretch
Dreammaker Classic
Johnson has pondered what to do with the
of holes at the end — a par 5 at the 16th where the
Fnday
Murray vs Lonngston Central 5 p.m
money earned from his annual Dreammaker
green can be reached in two if a player doesn't
Greenwood vs Livngston Cent 730 p.m.
Classic baseball tournament.
mind the water down the right side: the island
Saturday
The Murray baseball coach began hosting
green for the 17th, where more tournaments have
Graves Co vs Greenwood
10 a m
Murray vs Greenwood
12 15 p m
the tournament when he was head coach at
been lost than won; and water stretching down the
Lyon Co vs Ballard Mem
230 p.m
Livingston Central in 2006 and, each year
left side of the 18th.
Caldwell Co vs BaNard Mem 445 p.m
since, has selected a different charity to supCrittenden Co vs Lone Oak
Even the veterans know that.
7 p.m
port with its proceeds.
"The winner here will have to go through Licit
stunned the Marion community last June. An
So when it came time for Johnson to athletic, well-liked young man
who played of emotions coming down the stretch.- said
choose a beneficiary for this year's tourna- baseball at Crittenden
County Middle Padraig Harrington. the only player to finish runment, to be held at Ty Holland Field this School, Jake died mysteriously
ner-up in consecutive years. -Probably until he
in his sleep.
weekend, it was a no-brainer.
An autopsy found no medical issues to hits his tee shot on 18— actually, even the second
shot, as we've seen — you're not going to he comexplain his death.
The Jake Hodge Memorial Scholarship
Denis and Shannon Hodge decided there fortable on this golf course."
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Fund was born out of the hope of Crittenden was no more fitting way to remember
It might be the hardest tournament to predict a
their
Murray coach Mike Johnson will put on the fourth County baseball coach Denis Hodge and his
son than by setting up a the Jake Hodge winner.
annual Dreammaker Classic this weekend. The wife that their son would be remembered Memorial Project, of which
Sergio Garcia is the defending champion, havthe scholarship
Dreammaker is unique among high school baseball through a foundation that would provide fund is just a small part.
ing won in a playoff last year when Paul Goydos
tournaments in that its proceeds go to a local charity opportunities to other deserving youngsters.
According to its web site, the project put his tee shot into the water on the 17th. The
Twelve-year-old Jake's sudden death
Spaniard will try to become the first player in tourof Johnson's choice.
•See

DREAMMAKER CLASSIC

Tournament takes on special
significance for Crittenden coach

DREAMMAICER,28
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MLB ROUNDUP: ST. LOUIS 4, PITTSBURGH 2

OCOEIN

Pujols, bullpen lead Redbirds past Pirates

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (API — Albert
Pujols might have been a bit
%Sealy after a 4-hour photo shoot
for the All-Star Game home run
derby earlier in the day. Nope. A
few hours later he went deep on
his first swing.
Pujols hit his fourth homer in
five games to launch a 4-for-4
performance
and
Chris
Duncan's two-run triple in the
fourth inning was the go-ahead
hit as the St. Louis Cardinals
beat the Pittsburgh Pirates 4-2 to
snaP a three-game losing streak
Wednesday night.
"There were some things I
had to do and I took care of it."
Finals said. "As long as it wasn't affecting my preparation for
the game it was OK. No big
deal."
Pujols is batting .611 (II for
18) with two homers and three
RBIs against the Pirates in five
games this season and .371 for
his-. career with 37 homers and
109 RBIs in 490 at-bats. The
only blemish to his day came
when he was easily thrown out
at third trying to steal with two
on and none out in the sixth.
He's not sure why he hits the
Pirates so well.
'"What I can tell you is I
haven't changed anything,"
Pujols said. "I just try to be
aggressive every time, in every
• series.Pirates starter Zach Duke 1331 'gave up four runs in 5 1-3

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

inning,. hi, sthiitc,1

strong start to the season. Nyjer
Morgan had two hits. an RBI
and a steal for Pittsburgh, which
stranded nine runners and has
lost eight of nine.
"We hit a lot of pitches hard,"
said Andy LaRoche. who was 1
for 3 with a walk. "We've got to
keep grinding. We can't get
down on ourselves."
The St. Louis bullpen shut
down the Pirates after rookie
Mitchell Boggs threw more
balls (43) than strikes (42) in 4
1-3 innings.
Kyle
McClellan
(2-1)
allowed a hit and a walk in 1 I3 innings and Ryan Franklin
worked a perfect ninth for his
eighth save in eight chances,
part of a parade of five relievers
who limited Pittsburgh to two
hits.
"It's one of those things I've
got to learn from." Boggs said.
"The next time out I've got to
make some adjustments."
Pujols homered for the second straight at-bat when lined a
first-pitch fastball well over the
left-field wall with two outs in
the first. He's batting .5(X)
against Duke (14 for 28) with
two homers.
Pujols has 26 games in his
career with at least four hits.
Duke gave up four runs on
six hits. He allowed one or
fewer earned runs in four of his
first five starts, allowing one
earned run in 6 1-3 innings in a
7-4 win in St. Louis on April 8.

•Dreammaker
F!-orn Page 18
attempts to encourage positive
father-child relationships and
promote the importance of seeking Christ.
addition to the scholarship,
for which Hodge hopes to raise
$100,000, it also supports an All
Pro Dads chapter in Marion.
proceeds from this weekend's Dreammaker Classic will
go 'directly to the scholarship
fund.
"I grew up with Denis,"
Johnson said. "I played against
him in high school and we
played together on some summer teams. I just thought it
would be another good opportunity for us to help out local charity foundations in our area."
Johnson
began
the
Dreammaker
while
at
Livingston as a chance for his
team to give back to its community.
At this year's Classic,
Murray's players will once
again be responsible for running
the scoreboard, concessions and
manning the gate as well as
serving as support staff to visiting teams.
The Dreammaker is the only
high school baseball tournament
of its kind in the area.
Johnson raised $1,500 for
Special Olympics at last year's
Classic and hopes to exceed that
mark this year, but his hopes are
tempered by the state of the
economy.
"We just try to get a little
more every year, see if we can
increase it," he said. "This year
is probably going to be a little
different — it isn't that great of
an economy. But we're trying to
do whatever we can."
Hodge said he is tremendously grateful to Johnson for contributing to the scholarship fund.
"When he said he was going

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

to do that, it's hard to describe
how I felt,- he said. "It's a very
emotional thing. This is the first
year that Jake would have been
playing at the high school level.
Hopefully we'll be able to use
the money and the platform to
help somebody else."
The Dreammaker begins
Friday evening with two games
and continues with five games
on Saturday.
Murray
will
take on
Livingston Central at 5 p.m.
Friday and Greenwood at 12:15
p.m. on Saturday.
The tournament features four
teams from the First Region
(Murray. Graves County, Lone
Oak and Ballard Memorial).
four from the Second Region
(Livingston, Lyon County,
Caldwell County and Crittenden
County) and one from the
Fourth Region (Greenwood).
Saturday offers the best
matchups as First Region title
hopefuls Murray (16-9) and
Graves County (14-6)get a taste
of some competition from the
Bowling Green area against
Greenwood (13-8).
Saturday's final game pits
Lone Oak (17-9) against
Crittenden County (13-9) in
another inter-region battle.
"Having Greenwood adds a
little outside flavor to it." said
Johnson. "They're a good, solid
team and we were able to get
Lone Oak back in this year, so
we should hopefully have some
good matchups."
Primary Care has provided
monetary support to offset the
cost of the umpires. allowing the
Tigers to be able to give all of
the profits to the Hodge fund.
The Diamond Club also contributes to take care of any additional cost.

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121N

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

JEFF ROBERSON

AlpG

From Page 1B
Murray v,ere battling for the
second seed and the right to hit
last in a game that will keep
one team out of the region tournament.
With just five innings completed after two hours of play,
the game was shaping up to be
one of the longest played by
local squads during the 2009
season.
Free passes were being
handed out liberally at Reagan
Field as both teams combined
to walk 14 batters.
Holding a 6-2 lead going
into the top of the fifth inning,
Murray starter Brock Downey
struggled through a frame in
which he gave up four runs on
four walks and just one hit as
Calloway pulled into a tie.
"He just started missing
again," Tiger coach Mike
Johnson said. "He has a tendency sometimes to not find
the strike zone and they took
advantage of it. We gave them
baserunner after baserunner."
With the bases loaded and
one runner already home on a
walk, Calloway lead-off man
Dylan Dwyer stepped to the
plate and smacked the gametying double over the right
fielder's head, clearing the
basepaths.
Dwyer was batting lead-off

Wednesday's Games
Tampa Bay 4 NY Yankees 3 10
innings
Baltimore 4. Minnesota 1 6 .nnsngs
Cleveland 9. Boston 2
Kansas City 9, Seattle 1
Detroit at Chicago, ppd . rain
Texas 3. Oakland 2
Toronto 13. L A Angels 1
Thursday's Games
Seattle (Washburn 3-1) at Kansas City
iBannisler 2-0 I 10 pm
Texas IMcCarthy 3-0) at Oakland
iCahill 0-2), 235 p m
Minnesota (Perkins 1-21 at Baltimore
(Bergesen 1-01. 6 05 p m
Tamps Bay (Niemann 2-3) at N
Yankees (Pettitte 2-1), 605 pm
Cleveland (Sowers 0-01 at Boston
(Wakefield 3-1) 610 p ni
Detroit (Galarraga 3-1) at Chicago
White Sox (Buehrle 4-0., 7 11 pm
Toronto (R Ray 0-0) al L A Angels
(Jer Weaver 2-1). 905 p m
Fridays Games
N V Yankees at Baltimore. 6 05 p.m
Detroit at Cleveland. 6-05 pm
Tampa Bay at Boston. 6 10 p m
Seattle at Minnesota 710 p.m
Texas at Chicago White Sox. 7,11 pm
Toronto al Oakland, 9B5 p m
Kansas City at LA Angels, 905 p m

49CC
SCOOTERS

69995

gpyooi

National Leesue Standings
All Times CDT
By The Assoceated Press
East Division
W
L Pc1 GB
PhliaGelpn'd
14 11 560
—
Florida
15 13 536 1,2
13 13 500 1 12
New YON
12 15 444
Atlanta
3
Washington
7 17 292 6 12
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
18 10 643
Si Louis
—
Milwaukee
2
16 12 571
15 12 556 212
Chicago
Cincinnati
14 13 519 31/2
12 15 444 51/2
Pittsburgh
11 16 407 6 12.
Houston
West Division
W
L Pet GB
Los Angeles
20 8 714
San Francisco
13 13 500
6
12
15.444 7 1/2San Diego
11 15 423
Colorado
S:
Arizona
11 16 407 51.2

Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee 15. Cincinnati 3
Atlanta 8 Florida 6
N V Mets 1, Philadelphia 0
Chicago Cubs 6. Houston 3
St Louis 4 Pittsburgh 2
Colorado 11. San Francisco 1
Arizona at San Diego (n)
Washington at LA Dodgers (n)
Thursday's Genies
Atlanta (Jurrpens 2-2) at Florida
(A Sanchez 1-3). 11:10 a.m.
Pittsburgh (Ohlendod 3-2) al St Louis
(Welienieyer 2-2), 12:40 p.m.
San Francisco (Cain 2-1) at Colorado
(Marquis 4-1), 2:10 p.m.
Anzona (Martin 3-3) at San DI890
IC Young 2-1). 2-35 p m.
Philadelphia (Moyer 3-1) at N.Y Mets
(Pelfrey 3-0). 6:10 p.m
Milwaukee (Looper 2-1) at Cincinnati
lOwngs 1-3), 6.10 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Lilly 3-2) at Houston
(R Ortiz 2-0), 7:05 p.m.
Washington (Zimmermann 2-11 at L A
Dodgers (Wolf 1-1), 9 10 p m
FrIclay's Games
Atlanta at Philadelphia. 6:05 p m
St Louis at Cincinnati, 6- 10 pm
Pittsburgh at NY Mets. 6 10 p m
San Diego at Houston. 7'05 p
Chicago Cubs at Milwaukee. 705 pm
Florida at Colorado, 8 10 p rm
Washington at Arizona. 8 40 p.m
San Francisco at LA Dodgers. 9.10
m

•Racers
for the first time in his high
school career after regular onehitter Austin Hargrove was hit
in the eye by a pitch in Monday
night's game.
"That was a clutch hit for
Dylan." Calloway coach Zach
Hobbs said. "We hadn't gotten
any two-out hits and I was just
thinking to myself, if we lose
this game, it's going to be
because we left too many runners on base."
Until the fifth, Downey had
managed to wiggle his way out
of jams in the first and third
innings. The Lakers plated one
run in the third on a Logan
Burks double, but left the bases
loaded.
Neither team threw its ace
pitcher in the series. Johnson
withheld senior big-game
starter Roman Kelly after Kelly
tossed 100-plus pitches in
Saturday's All 'A' Classic game
in Lexington.
Calloway threw one of its
top three guns — senior Gage
Workman — in Monday night's
13-4 victory but turned to
freshman Garrett Cowen for
Tuesday's tilt.
Murray scored two runs off
Cowen in the first inning on a
Tanner Richerson single that
scored Downey and lead-off
hitter Aron Sweeney.
Calloway cut into the mar-

gin in the second, plating one
run when Ben Hudson scored
from second on a throwing
error after Chris Dobbins laid
down a bunt.
The Lakers tied the game in
the third on Burks' double.
Murray appeared to take
control of the game in the bottom of the third, scoring four
runs. Sweeney scored his second run of the game on a
passed ball and Downey scored
on a fielding error.
Roman Kelly drove in
David Kuykendall on a bunt
base hit and Jordan Garland
walked to score Ian Heskett.
Sweeney and Downey, the
Tigers' one and two hitters,
combined to go 4-for-4 at the
plate Tuesday.
"We're getting good production out of the top of our order,
but we aren't getting much out
of the bottom to set the table
like we were doing earlier in
the season." Johnson said. "We
hit the ball OK and produce
runs, just an inability to finish
again."
The final district game of
the regular season takes place
today at Ty Holland Stadium as
Murray hosts Marshall County
in a make-up of an April rainout.

From Page 18
hold the ball hitting a long
iron in, but that should make
it -easier in that aspect, you're
just not going to get a lot of
roll."
The weather for Thursday's
first round looks better with
scattered thunderstorms possible with the high of 77.
Despite having to overcome
some
obstacles.
Milkman doesn't have the
idea her girls are overwhelmed by much at this
point.
"They're having fun and
enjoying the moment," she
said. "Obviously, it's more
fun when it's not raining. I
think there will be some
nerves today when they step
on the first tee, but I thrnk
there has to be.
"They're
relaxed
and
(Wednesday) was just a long
day as far as playing golf in
the pouring down rain and
playing a practice round.
They're in a good mindset and
are enjoying themselves."
There are 21 teams at this
regional with the top eight
squads advancing to the
NCAA finals. MSU is the 20th
seeded team ahead of 21st
Fairleigh Dickinson and just
behind No. 19 Illinois State.
UCLA is the first seed.
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American League Slenderise
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L PO GB
Toronto
20 10 667
Boston
17 11 607
2
New Yon,
13 14 481 512
Tampa Bay
13 i6448 6 1 ,2
Baltimore
11 17 393
8
Central Division
W
L Pci GB
Kansas City
17 11 607
—
Detroit
14 12 538
2
Minnesota
13 15 464
4
Chicago
12 14 462
4
Cleveland
11 17 393
6
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Texas
15 12 556
Seattle
15 13 536 1 ,2
Los Arigees
12 14 462 21.2
Oakland
9 16 360
5

•Crosstown
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AP

Pittsburgh's Nyier Morgan, right, is out at second as St. Louis
second baseman Joe Thurston turns the double play, throwing out Freddy Sanchez at first to end the top of the sixth
inning Wednesday in St. Louis.
"My fastball command was myself, 'Oh no. it's a lefty."
not good,- Duke said. "But I Duncan said. "It's just 'Hey, I'm
was able to get some outs when hitting.' In my mind its irreleI needed them to keep us in the vant whether he's left-handed or
game."
right-handed.
The Pirates got three walks.
"I think getting more at-bats
one of them on four pitches to against them and having some
Duke,and two hits in the second success in spring training and
but scored only one run on early in the season is giving me
Morgan's bases-loaded, two-out more confidence."
single. Center fielder Colby
Duncan also showed some
Rasmus' relay was just in time speed when he scored on Khalil
to nip Jason Jaramillo at the Greene's sacrifice fly to shallow
plate on a nice job of blocking center, easily beating Nate
by catcher Yadier Molina.
McLouth's off-line relay.
Pujols singled to start the
Nam Morgan is 8 for 19
fourth and Ryan Ludwick against the Cardinals this seawalked ahead of Duncan's one- son. ... The Cardinals' 10-7 loss
out drive to the right-field wall, Tuesday to Philadelphia was
just over the outstretched glove their first in which they scored
of Delwyn Young. Duncan, who in five consecutive innings since
used to be a platoon player 1917, according to the Elias
against left-handers. is batting Sports Bureau. ... Pirates pitch.281 (9 for 32) with a homer, ers have allowed a homer in nine
two doubles and seven RBIs.
of the last 10 games, totaling 13
"I don't as much think to in that span

Serving Murray, Calloway County For Om 50 Years!

100 +t

BYPASS • WOMAN KY

KFB•vurrov.corn
stuort_elevsnder ,.kv1b•los.celn

Serving Special Teas & Biscotti.
We've Got Pink One's
For The Ladies!

-•••.•=111•••111116"

Children can decorate mugs for Mom from the
Funky Monkey Pottery th-• Ceramics!

Please call 270-761-4800 to make reservations
- space is limited.

DON'TFORGET MOM!!
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571 • Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m

5 00 p.m.• Sot 7.30 a.m. 12.00 p.m
www.murroyhorneondouto.com

i have New Travel Mugs, Gift Cards,
and Customizable Gift Baskets
ofAll Styles and Prices!

•

•
•

•
•

12th & Payne • Murray, KY •(270) 761-4800
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested tu diack
the lust insertion of mew ads tor any
error Murray Ledger & Times ell be
responsible torr, only one incorrect
insertion An error should be repOn
ed IMMEICItately
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iia.5.0 Column Inch,605 Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Ali 3 .44, Must Run th'ithin i, DaY Perwd
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide

Stiir Stye

$8.25 First Day 20 words or less - Over 20 words LSO each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
.3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver.
Pi1D-Stlei

Fri 11 mi.
RAWL

'Jes4r1
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9ettlesday

lite. 5 pin

-hutsday

1114.1p.nt
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753-1916

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at
ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday
-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

1/2
1/2

270
WM* norms For Sale

Lee"

i/2.

Make

Murray State University is accepting bids from
qualified contractors for Winslow Cafe serving and
westing area renovation project, on the campu• of
Murray State University There will be •pre bid
conference at 10700 AM . May 13, 2009 Biris Will
open May 22, 2009 at 2,00 PM. Contractors may
receive a copy of the bid advertisement by
contacting Steven Stapleton (270609-4099 and
referencing CC-1798-09

0Murray
M.. 5850 Si Sit I. %Is 1.111411)
Communications Operator.
High school graduate, hvo years experience
in emergency operations & telecommunication
field or SITTIllilf position required.
Salary $11.45/1-e.

MIN Mks
GET THIS I X1

AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

North
Cafeteria
staff
would like
to say
-Thank You'
to the PTA,
Faculty Staff
and Students
for the
wonderful
treat on
May 1st.

Perking Enforcement/
Communications Operator.
CAREGIVER needed
436-2949, 753-7529.

JOG.
DELIVERY DRIVER
and .TANKSETTER
Calloway Co Propane Gas
01 Murray has an agents;
for•local propane debility
tubedcc cove,aid tarok
or1.nstalle, Must nave a
COL-Herne. rtlenter
Excellent pay. grew bens% Please cal 753-7485
OT toll See tor Warren at
1-800-674-4427 eel 142 or
erns/ non it
vevrir0,:pga5tcr
Oroa,

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
iselp wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger com.

this
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4207 1-3312

4084,1w4

Marketing Intern
Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc.,
located in Paducah, KY is seeking a
PAID summer marketing intern.
The ideal candidate would be a 2nd
or 3rd year marketing or
communications major.

to iobnetwork corn
By default,
Murray and local lob
this website

Interested candidates should send a
Cover Letter, Resume and Wnting
Sample to:

However, as a national

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger
Times will be responsible for only one
Incorrect Insertion
Any error should be
reported Immediately so corrections can
be made.

Lay's
with
)ssi-

ver:les.
the
ver-

Murray, KY

Woman/minorities encouraged to apply.
EEO, M/F/D, AA employer.

you will be redirected

listings will appear on

long
mike
u'rc
01 01

High school graduate, two years experience in
Similar position required Salary $10 72/hr.
Full-time police dispatching positions with oene
Ms. Some eoliday, evening & weekend work.
Click Or *Employment Information" for additional details at www.murraystate.edLahr.
Apply at: Human Resources,
Murray State University, 404 Sparks Hall.

website. riot all listings

Brent lbata PhD JD MPH

on the ickinetwork.com

Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc.

are placed through

us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position.
LPNIRN,101)-6a, Thur
Penny Grocery
& Fri, Apply in person
useum
at Green Acres 1-tealth
3138
Care, 402 W. Farthing
Poor Farm Rd
St., Mayfield, KY
42066
(0 min tours $5
Through MayLOCAL
Driver
sat 11-6. Sun 1-6
Wanted,
$13/Port
R C . Moon Pies.
Murray, KY
Bloomington
Chips
Motor
Carriers. Inc is looking
293-0348
for a Class A CDt. driv, THE Murray Ledger &
er to work with the
Times considers its
Hodgkins. Illinois Weisources reliable, but
Marl on their Remodel
. inaccuracies do occur. Protect starting imme"Readers using this
diately! The lob usually
information do so at
lasts anywhere from
; their own risk. Although
12-13 weeks.
persons and compaIT IS A LOCAL
. pies mentioned herein
ROUTE ONLY. VERY
are believed to be repRARELY WILL YOU
utable The Murray
LEAVE THE Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
AREA
TO
MAKE
any of its employees
RUNS'
accept any responsibilJob Requirements.
ity v,matsoever for their
-Must have a Class A
CDL
-Must be able to pass
drug/alcohol screen
ings.
-Must be good with
TCKFORI4SIC MKT
paperwork
MOIT) e nor
-Must be able to be or
Rfc AT 9?1,
time (to the work site &
CALI TO 101t7Ulf
sending paperwork in
YOuR twin' TOW
to the office (via fax))
-Must have a great attiBrandon
(270)348-4413 tude.
-Must
have
good
hygiene
(812)334-9815
ikenney750aol.com

.Tfil 41,11114

of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for a full-time afternoon LPN position.
We also offer an
excellent benefit package Must be licensed
in the State of
Kentucky Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
BRITTHAVEN

?s'

A.
A.

•

CAPTAIN D's is now
manager
hiring
trainees for Westem
KY. Exceeent benefits.
insurance.
401K.
monthly bonus, Apply
online at captiandslobs com

et're

225 Medical Center Drive
Suite 305
Paducah. KY 42003

the Murray Ledger
& limes Please call

Job listings Thank you.

MURRAY
Best
Western is looking for
part-time front desk
and
housekeepers
Experience preferred
No phone calls please
PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experienced
professional
Journeymen painters.
Must have 4-years professional
painting
experience. Position
includes benefit plan
including
Health,
Retirement & paid
vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message
No walk in applicants
accepted This company is an equal opportunity employer

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's All the
newest makes ad
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series. Or. display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Electronics. Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia
%WM.murrayelectronicsinc.com
(270)753-7567_

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

753-1713

051
In)
160

WSW Fattitirsigs
MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Repko St.
We sell new &
used furniture at
great deals
(270)761-7653
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Read Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

bibata@FourRiversResearch.com

BUYING
Junk oars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

SEEKING: Part-time
minister of music &
worship: blended style
with experience in
mufti-media creative
worship. Responsible
for a comprehensive
worship ministry that
includes all ages, with
a particular focus on
leadership of large
adult choir as well as
praise team and musicians. Applicant
should possess the
character, skills ana
personality to lead others in meaningful worshio experiences
through a variety of
ways. Westsioe
Baptist (SSC) is a progressive congregation
with average attendance of 500 Submit
resume to 207
Robertson Road
South, Murray. KY
42071 before June 1,
2009.
090
Clornesec & Childcare

1
1

HOME cleaning services. 227-7129.
MENNONITE Lady will
take care of your loved
ones. 731-782-6199

MDfd COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

GOOD used carpeting,
air cond. elec. baseboard & gas heaters.
elec. range. refrigerator. storm windows.
etc.753-4109

A liquid cooled 26HP,
new Kawasaki with a
66" XR17 deck,
Hustler motor. One to
sell Was $1 2,599.99,
now $7,999 99.
Western Auto, 312 E.
12th St. Benton, KY
42025.(270)527-8661

6 Rhino finish mower
$800 (270)293-2293

Wurlitzer Piano one
owner, excellent condition. 293-3186.

Moms For We

Aides
For Si.
1930'S -ANTIQUE
TABLE. 24f1. Pontoon
boat, left. Wilderness
camper. 978-1926.
ANTQUE logs, hand
hewn, old corn crib.
2.000 plus board feel
Must be torn down.
731-247-3070

Farrov
tistory,BOok.

,_11.10Wrty 00Linty

Pictbna; &

759-4938
KITCHEN table &
chairs w/ matching
hutch. cornputer desk
weight bench All in
great condition Call
762-0997, 293-1215.
KOI & Gold fish 6' to
15" long. $5.00 each
2340 Kirksay Rd. 489E166, 871-1795.
REFRIGERATOR,
18.2 cult., ice maker.
$275. 753-4871.

-*OWNER Finance"16x80. 21314, 2BA
$2,950 down. $460
month 55 Jessica
Lane. Call 753-1011
1993 3814. 2BA on
rented country lot.
$14.000. 227-3623
AGED HOME CLOSE
OUTHM1
3 BEDROOM 2
BATHS, FIREPLACE,UPGRADED
KITHCHEN.THERMOPANE WINDOWS.PiCTURE
WINDOW.1680
SOUARE FEET.
REDUCED 410,000.
A MUST
SEE!!
CAMDEN T
ENNESSEE
HOME BUYERS
COULD RECEIVE UP
TO $8000
REBATE. CALL
731-584-9429 FOR
DETAILS
AT CLAYTON
HOMES
CAMDEN
TENNESSEE
HOME BUYERS
COULD RECEIVE UP
TO $8000
REBATE CALL
731-584-9429 FOR
DETAILS

1•••••••••••••

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

I Check us out on the 'Web,

OUR

Deadline for

Jacob,
Congratulations!
We are very proud of you!
Good luck to you!

1 BR apt, various loa
cations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
1 BR, w/c1, die, stove &
refrigerator. $350 w/
deposit. 1619 B Chris
Dr. 753-4219,
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR & 28R apartments
available Great location 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
2 BR apt near MSU.
Move in tree days
Coleman RE
753-9898

2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, Bedford stone
duplex w/ range, ref.
dor. 1810 Westwood
606-561-5133
2EIR, patio, no pets.
S355Jmo 293-6070
3 BR duplex. Coleman
RE 753-9898
38R. IBA close to
town. Water, gas, w/d,
yard
maintenance
included. No pets.
$600/month, 1yr/lease.
978-0880. Leave message.
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898

message

than 20
School logo
,
4
7
will be

MIRRAI

LEDGElt TIMES
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
753-1916

,41_4=-., A
3814. 2Ba duplex
Great location Oute
neighborhood C/H/A,
all appliances, carport,
porch. 1800 A Valley
Dr. $700/mo.
753-5344

APARTh4EN
1505 Inuved D

.
2
L
0

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/H/A. WM)
$600- 2 people. $6753 people, water.
sewage & trash furnished, no pets
(270)293-3710
LARGE nice 18R all
appliances. 270-7595885, 270-293-7085

11.1filali %palI tn. III,

TOD 1411110-545-11133 Ext. BD
WITH I YEAR LEASE
One and (Iwo Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat ri Air
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS OFFICE NILS: AM-I2 PM • I PSI-4 PSI

ONE MONTH FREE RENT

HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances,
water, sewer, trash.
electric included.
$550/mo.
(270)492-8211

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

Marra, i. Y 42071

270-753-8556

908 Hillwood Dr. 2bedrooms. 1 -bath
apartment. $410/rno
Water & trash pick-up
included.
(270)227-3331

2 BR townhouses on
Stadium View Rd with
w/d. Starting at $475
Please call 753-7559
2BR Duplex. C/H/A, all
appliances, newly
remodeled. 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259

per

No more

placed on ad.

111111

USED 14X 80
WITH
WASHER &
DRYER
AND APPLIANCES
DELIVERY AND
ANCHORED
$14,500
CALL 731-584-9429

letters is
May 15th
at 5 p.m.
Cost is $15

words.

Love,
Mom & Dad

A 2009 2 BEDROOM 2
BATH
WITH APPLIANCES ,
FURNITURE
SOFA CHAIR.00EPEE
TABLE
AND
DINETTE
DELIVERY
AND
ANCHORED
$28.995
731-584-9429

USED lA X 80
WITH AC AND APP
LIANCES
DELIVERY AND
ANCHORED
$14,500
CALL 731-584-9429

NN 6R4DU4TES,.4 CL4SS ACT

Let your graduate know how proud you
are of their achievements by placing your
graduation line to be published in our
Graduation Tab on May 21, 2009.

MANAGER SPECIAL

Aparlmente FR RIM
Fenn Equipment

:te=file!!(4te44cAlefia 4,r

FISHERMAN SPECIAL
IN KENTUCKY LAKE
AREA
14 X 80 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH. ALL
APPLIANCES AND
WASHER &
DRYER, DELIVERY
AND ANCHORED.
BRING YOUR FISH
ING POLE AND
CHECKBOOK!'!'
14,500 CALL
731-584-9429
GOT LAND?
Qualify for $0 DOWN
ON A NEW
HOME
Call for free
approval
731-584-9429

REDUCED
1999
16x70
Fleetwood
2BR, 28A, all appliances
including
garbage disposal covered porch, metal storage building, carport
Located Fox Meadows
731-247-3046.

zimmti

NOUNS For Rent
38R. 28A, Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled. 701 Broad St
$500 month, no pets
293-3710
CLOSE to campus,
48R, washer/dryer.
$700 monthly.
(270)705-2817
(270)436-5085

ALMOST new 3 BR 2
BA log home in Blood
River area. Very private setting, $650 /Ma
with 1 year
lease References
required. Call CryeLeike Realty Services
270-761-5700.

:ivelpgivrip
:MOM WILL LVVE IT:
;Irefipilovvvmpt;
Give her a subscription to
...
LEDGER &TINIES
t.F
.:
t

RRAY

TOWNHOUSES
for
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA.
refrigerator,
oven,
stove, washer & dryer
included, Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month_ First
month 1/2 off. Call
270-348-0458.
VERY nice 2BR, 213A,
many extras, including
all
appliances
&
garage. 902 A N 20th
St. Available June 1st
$650. 753-5344
VERY nice 2BR. all
appliances. 270-7595885. 270-293-7085.

L

340
Houses For Rent

Home Delivery
1 yr...---.$105.55
Rest of Kli7TN
Pun CJ1

283 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove, Murray
94East, lease &
deposit required
753-4109

Aaiun

.Callowss •

I yr..--

$110.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions

e 3ma.—..-57111.50 3 mo.
-590.00 6 mo.
e 6 ma
e 1 yr.__ $120.00 1 yr.
e
I Check Money Order %Ise

$96.00
5145:00
WC

Name

1
1 St. Addro.I .
City
State

2 BR. very

nice
Coleman RE
753-9898

Local Mall

3 mo......---S34.1111
3 am.
6•De. .....

I

_

--

e
Zip

Daytime Ph __
Mail this coupon

with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

LASSEFIEDS

4B • Thursday. May 7. 2009

ON BEAc

Public Ssle
CHAVIS RE AL
-ESTATE a ALIC TiC)E.
,,30).214.
.
4211310•
--:12.70170 4.

!MINI
LSTORAGE
11104 --WWII I

Size Units • Climate Cont
24/'Surveillance • Electricity
B12 WhItnall Ay*.

7S3-3853

FARM house remod
eled close to lake
per
month
$650
Fenced acreage avail
able for horses at an
additional charge
731-232-6155
NICE 31313, 2BATH
home. wonderful
neighborhood, in town.
5750.00 month.
t 2'70)556-8021

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

I

2110
?as Supplies

DOG Obedience
436-2858
FREE to good home
female lab mix adult.
housebroken. Good
with kids.
(270)227-9421
SHIH-TZU AKC, MALE
puppies. S250. Call
afternoons.
270-251-0310
YOFIKIE puppies, 2lemlae, 1-male, 6.150
270-978-7225
All line ads
placed In our
paper are posted
I on our webeite

Alf Site`, tO
fit ?our needs
Located by
Frew radio Ashen
7.

NIB(

w

\

MK.
•
a
oz..1 -mai,.'
•

14.1

iSiL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4114 ST.
rimer id 121
ISX10 $25 I0x15 $40
(270)436-2524
(270)293-6986
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905.
PREMIER
MIHISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

40x40 metal building
insulated gas heat
1.2
Located
406
Sunbury Cince
270-436-2935
5 000 sq.ft
for lease
2 commercial
pool tables 70%
off Price
negotiable
97Z-0742

Pets& Weems
AKC Great Dane puppies shots & wormed,
lawns-blacks, $800,
$100 deposit
170 978 6609

*Reach over 1 million

Ras Esau
Muria,I edger a Times lair
lirm,init Act Non,
All rta, estate ad,ern-est hen-in
o subwo to tire Federal Fair
Homme,
whiJ, makes it
illegal S. ddatilly.e 4111% riff
race, lunitahon air Iscrinuna
tine bawd on rate. 0310f. 1141
p011.. *A handicap
.ta
his or national onget or mien'
non in make an, such peter'
emits-,. Iimitahon. or Jammu
nun
State lass forbid discnmination
in the sale, rental or ad,ertis/rif,
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those prowv-ted
under federal Law
VW will knowing', accept an,
octet-m.4m; tor real estate which
pi not in violation )4 the Li,. Al
person,are hen+, informed
that all diarlimp adt erthtd art
available on An equal ,,prortal
rah baws
Foe further assistance with Fair
Housing Adverthmg requirements. ()intact NAA Counhel
Real' Mile% OBI katil-100t1

tor tree,

400

Mel

0,1•1•111

Tare Sale

9 759)11,‘

las
7.

L__

GARAGE SALE
1544
WHIPPOORWILL
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
RAIN OR SHINE
Lots of iterns for sale
including baby girl
clothes dike new
size preemie-12mo
men's & women's
clothing. luggage &
decorating
accessories

YARD SALE
MURRAY
MOLD & DIE
506

RESIDENTIAL building
lots.
Located
on
Sunset, Williams &
Lomond
Loch
in
Murray (731)247-4161
7:30ambetween
4 00pm Mon-Sat.

UM Property
ALL NEW WATERFRONT LAND SALE
Sat & Sun May lb &
17
3.01 AC LAKEFRONT
Only $99,900
Includes private
Boat Dock)
Spectacular Kentucky
Lake Excellent owner
financing,
Call now
1-800-704 31 54

INDUSTRIAL
ROAD
SATURDAY
6:30-12:00

YARD SALE
CALUMET WAY
SADDLE CREEK
SUBDIVISION
FRIDAY
6:00-2:00
Lots of children s
clothes, toys.
books, numerous
household items,
rugs, women's
clothing 8.
much more

MOVING SALE
1706 Chris Dr.
Apt-D
Fri 8 Sat
May 8th 8 9th
8:00-7
oossessions ot
ueann Manning
Due to wheel-charr,
arciderit she win rh,
longer need her
furniture snail
apot,anr-es dtshes tit
All items mil be sold

ESTATE TAG SALE(CONTINUED)
KIRKSEY HWY (299) 3 MILES. LEFT ON
WASHER ROAD, 1 MILE.
SATURDAY 8:00-2:00
NO EARLY SALES
(REDUCED PRICES 12:00-2:00)
Costume jewelry, Fire King. Nativity set. old
Melamine dishes, old quilts. afghan. glassware
brass bells games, gift items, old children's
books smali odd tables, kitchen items old
Christmas ornaments/decorations LP albums
photo frames, mushroom collectible. old Sears
,unior typewriter, pictures wicker crafts, linens
pillows. more"

HUGE 4 FAMILY GARAGE SALE
155 LAKESHORE DR.. NEW CONCORD
FROM MURRAY 121 S APPX. 12 MILES,
LEFT ON 444 TO END APPX 7 MILES, TURN
RIGHT ON LAKESHORE DR., APPX 112
MILE. WHITE DOUBLE WIDE ON RIGHT
GARAGE IN BACK.
FRIDAY 8 SATURDAY
7 00-6'00
RAIN OR SHINE
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
Gain* knives. tools, household. toys, clmhe,
too much to mention

YARD SALE TO BENEFIT POLAND
MISSION TRIP
1511 CANTERBURY
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
RAIN OR SHINE
7:00-7
King mattress set, full mattress set. couch &
chair snuggle,chair beige recliner, king iron
bed & wood head board, other furniture, king
bed frame. sheets, bedspreads. 2 barstools.
children's, lades plus to small. men's brand
name clothing, shoes, purses, lambs, golf
i-Jubs, lamps. recipe books other books New
things added on Saturday

webout Chlidren $95 00
With
FREE
name
change
documents
(wife Only) and marital
settlement agreement
Fast and easy Call us
24 hrs., 7 days 1-888789-0198.
•DIVOFICE Vfltll Of

I

ones For Sale

16 acres, good building
sites, road frontage on
two sides West of
Murray Price or quick
sale 293-5215

rill

forms
i
Fa Ws

3BR. 2BA new con
Campbel
struction,
Estate. Great price
Call for appt
753-3966, 293-9747.
908 Millwood Dr. 6
pito of 2-bedrooms
and 1 -barn apts. Each
apt = 750/sq.ft. Great
investment.
(270)227-3331
FSBO Price significantly reduced. 38R, 28A
home in Stells. Open
living
room/kitchen
floor plan wl vaulted
ceilings
Attached
garage, back deck,
outbuilding w/concrete
floor House sets on
1 25 acres ve/ mature
trees Call 293-0078
after 6 pm or leave
message.
MURRAY Estates. 3
BR. 2.5 BA,
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated. .5 acre
lotlow 200's.
767-2246

New 2-4
Bedroom Yams
In RiverfluM
ENAMOR
Matt Jamb.

293-7872
WI Self
Hommel
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure
761-HOME
761/10611E.COM

Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at I -502-223-8821 for
more information about
piecing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers
for only $250
BUSINESS
SERVICES

Juniork and Sef1101b or
more inforrnaboe call 1.
800-282- 1384
or
NAT•NAVY MIL
•Ky Health Training.
Nurse Aide Training,
Phlebotomy training.
Lexington
Georgetown
Day,
Night. Weekend classes 859-963-2901, 8882 7 4 - 2 0 1 8
*sew, nursealcier rag lingcentercom
•Part-Tirne,
home
based Internet business.
Earn
$500$1000.' month Of MOfe,
Flexible hours. Training
provided. No selling
required. FREE details
www.K738.com
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-Waterfront Land Sale!
3.01 acre iaketront, only
$99 900 includes Pnclock!
vete
boat
Spectacular Kentucky
Saturday/
Lake
Sunday, May 16/17.
Excellent owner financing! Call Now 1-80°704-3154
TRUCK DRIVERS
WARTED
Trucking
431H
Company.
Dover
Trainees Needed! No
CDL- NO PROBLEM!
Earn up to POO,' week
Company
endorsed
COL Training. Job
assistance. Financial
assistance 888-7805539

•Travel. Work- PartyNETWO
*DISH
Play. Play ir Vegas. •CDL-A Flatbed Drivers.
Satellite TV systems Hang in LA,
Jet to New weekends home, Pard
installed FREE this York! Hiring
18-24 grts/ up to
4201 mile
week, 100. Channels
guys 5400-800 weekly. Benefits Paid vacation
bank
59.99
No
PAID expenses. Are 6 months OIR exp
account needed! No
you Energetic. Fun & req'd
800-441-4271
55$ down needed! Looking for a Great
xKY- 100
Call
(866)689-0523
Job/ Call 1-888-741now for details'
•Class-A Drivers- Boyd
2190
Bros seeking flatbed
FISHING
INSTRUCTIONAL
Drivers! We pay for
-Jones Fish & Lake -'AIRLINES
ARE HIR- your experience Great
Free
Management
ING- Train for high pay- Benefits Class-A CDL
req
Catalog. 1-800-662- ing
800-543-8923
Aviation
3474. Free Garnetish
Maintenance Career. *rye* DriveForBoyd co
Delivery,
Gamefish
FAA approved program.
Stocking,
Pond Financial
aid if quali- •DriversMiles
&
Aeration, Fountains,
fied- Housing available. Freight: Positions availAquatic Weed Control,
CALL Aviation Institute able ASAP! CDL-A with
Canada Goose Control,
Maintenance tanker required. Top
of
Floating
Docks. (888)349-5387.
pay, premium benefits
vow4.JonesFish.00rn
*Attend College Online and MUCH MORE! Call
FOR RENT
from Home! •Medical or visit us online, 877•Try wwwkyrents.org- 'Business •Paralegal 484-3061 vnvw.oaideytransportcorn
a FREE service for 'Computers 'Criminal
renters and landlords! Justice. Job placement *FREE COL Class-A or
Custom
searches, assistance. Computer B training completed
amenities, photos, driv- available, Financial aid within 3 weeks with
ing directions, and if qualified. Call 866- employment assistance
6 5 8 - 2 1 2 1 for qualified applicants.
more
vnerw.CenturaOnkne.co Must be LAID OFF and
HELP WANTED
Collecting
-$'80,000 for Collage!
Heavy Unemployment to quali*FREE
Scholarships are worth
Equipment Operator fy. TRUCK AMERICA
as mucn as $180,000 Training
completed TRAINING 886-244for college expenses
within 30 days with 3644
Monthly
allowances
employment assistance •OTR Dnvers- Join
and four-year scholar- for
qualified applicants. PTL! Up to 34 cpm.
ships are offered by the
Must be LAID OFF and Required 12 months
Navy at fifty map( colCollecting experience and CDL-A.
leges and universities
Unemployment to quali- Out 10-14 days. No
including the Ohio
fy. AMERICAN HEAVY felon or DUI past 5
State University and
EQUIPMENT TRAIN- years 877-740-6262
Miami University at
ING 866-280-5836
wvow.ptl-inc corn
Oxford
Receive a
REAL ESTATE
guaranteed
Management career as
-Golf- Lake living in
Officer
a
Naval
Tennessee. Finished 3
Scholarships are.aattlibedroom
villas 293-8377, 436-2867
able to Koh School
$139,900' Golf-Front Lamb's
Parcels ONLY $29,900 Professional Tree
sal 40% Discount at Service Compete tree
&AN%
May 16th Sale Call removal gutter
Tennessean
Land deaning, hauling, etc
06 H.D. 8834,2 many Sales today- 1-888- Insured
ext's to mention.
939-9099
436-5141 A-AFFORD705-7014
ABLE Hauling Clean
Kawasaki
2001
out garages gutters,
Concours ZG1000 low
iunk & tree work
miles like new. $3,800
71
Ford
Truck
F-150
or best offer 752-0500
(270)293-2293

USED TIRES
14, 55 1 r,, in, r
Starts/vat 520
Mounted

C011'753-5606

1990 24ft pontoon
boat Ravens Cruiser,
88 HP Johnson trim ft
tilt, trolling motor, fishing seats, bimini too.
270-753-7805

Saud tilly*Aldss
93 Jeep Wrangler
Hard top, 4-cylinder.
4-speed. lots of extras
$3.500
1270)873-7368

96 Buick Century.
90 000 mows $1200
75.1

2000 Dodge Caravan,
silver, good-condition
52 650
489-2624
after-4pm

I M
•
LAWN stRVIOF
moseys, Masi wets.
tanewasolut.ai
- -I 47.0-Via momeg
Samtiodirm kuanimred
753-11116 27'74611
tiOLIR Al)
ciU.1.111 SA
FAIR
ORLI SIS 00
A MONTH
(All 7511016

Atom

ALL around house
washing Wash houses, concrete, brick
vinyl, decks. fences
and more. For free
estimate call
270-873-2263
ALL CarTientry
•Flernodeling
*Screened Porches
43arages
Mater & Ternde
Damage
(Nide
•tiomar Moats Home
Repair.
Larry Nimrno
227-0587
753-2363
ALLEN'S Painting
interior Exterior
25 years asp
Free Estimates
270-804-8439

SPECIAL"'
Thjs,1.tr
could be yours
lor ONLY S135

2000 Ford
F-250
Superduty. good truck
new tires
270-519-6230

(AA) Government Funds available
for lit time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

'per month

Up to 20 Words
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, beck hoe, and
hoe
work
track
Installation and rapier
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
ter* puenpong
978-0404

„4270)753-1916
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Sagging Moors
*Roof Leaks
•Shiketrock
Decks
No yab too small

Since 19116
24 mama asavica
Rem .Corn,& Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs big or small

941 Walston Road
FSB0 - Tastefully decorated 2,050 sq. ft..
bedroom, 2 bath, large shady lot. Many
updates, large living/dining room plus den.
garage 4+ cars, move in ready. $179,000.

753-0194

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-553a
Chuck Van Buren

1 14 k‘
‘‘.1)11 \I I

753BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service Lawns, shrubs.
tilling.
bushogging.
blade work
H-436-5277
C-978-0543
•

V•

I I

WILL mow lawns
Adult-owned I operat-

osabiaiet66

• - •

\I I

leo

BRUSH & Hammer
Painting fix-its &
repairs decks preswashed
and
sure
stained 436-2228

I., Frame.%
'IFf Set,ices, Inc ,
0011•••

1101157.011
-1111VRIC
2/0-2Z/- .3D(4
writhoustonet3ceicco.com

L

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
-Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
*Stump Removal *Ail modern epythpment
agrysra

1

Res- 270-474-0323 • Cell 270-227-3140
"Mc fob is complete until cusiomer is satisfied'
McGREW SIDING
& WINDOWS. INC
Save up to 30'n
up to $1,500 on
approval
replacement
windows. Cali for all
siding & window
needs.
Licensed & Insured
(270)293-2494

(270) 227-9212

,
1 fiflf...-1 A inGi.rP.
,

Ron Frame Jr.

ROOFING,
Siding.
fencing, decking, painting, carpenter. Free
estimates Double-H
Construction. 270-8697262, 270-719-0217.

',"
• 11(c44.
FUTRELI'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump gnni.irrig,
firewood Insured.
489-2839

-

MOWING & Trimming.
r4elrable
scheduled
a awn maintenance. Any
size yard in town or
county. Tree trimming,
shrubs, mulch etc
available Call Steve
767-9178
•uicker. Bettor
Cheaper!
• int & Etc Painting
• Handyman wovi,
• Carpentry
• 30 years nip
(270)293-8688
270)4e9-2069

‘ilo's %A"
saN.

\I

ikecaly & aaptclal
ned:operate,i
•totally
150-1151 • 293-2783
2,3-27114

REUBEN'S Lawn Care
Serving Calloway &
Marshall County. Local
and dependable Free
Estimates
293-2797

SITE prep, utilities &
demo
construction'
materials for contractors & home owners.
bank gravel, limestone.
fill dirt, sand, top soil &
shoreline
materials
Parker Excavating LLC
293-3252
TIT Lawn Care
(270)293-0468
pointing
TUCK
& •
repair. All types mason- .
ry, brick, stone, block.
No job too large or too •
small. R.L. Blalock
906-6391, 873-2139.
Free Estimates.
VIC Enterprises
Masonry, brick. stone.
roofing.
210-5324
436-6211

RILEY ROOFING
-

,tm

-

EieliZtEJ46
,Ar-srft! B.
fAvO

(270)748-8732
1270)489-2907
aldrIdge a LicCuielon
Ror-ifir.o Co
I

KEN'S Drywall 8
Painting Custom
Drywall 8 Painting,
small or large Call
Ken 0 (731)363-5471

Vier Pelee MI*.
tatitaissi soramitsu
tomilleamisim
e"45444134°
161432101-10$

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
136-2562, 227-0267

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Friday. May 8, 2009:
This year, you often juggle
many different ideas, factions
and fnends. The interesting part
is that you will be able to identify with different views or
understand others even better
You don't get confused; you
simply understand the different
interests. Creativity flows, but
you will want more than just
ideas; you will want results. If
you are single, you will meet a
lot of people. as your charisma
is quite high. Choosing the right
person could take talent. If you
are attached, agree to disagree.
Then you will learn and grow
closer together. You also don't
always need to be on the same
page. SCORPIO can push you
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so,
1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** You know how to juggle
many different concerns Know
what you expect and want
Visualize more Move from a
very solid point of view, making
the impossible possible Your
will plays an enormous role in
; a owes
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** Others exercise their will,
and unfortunately you could be
the butt of this energy You too
have a strong will should you
need to call it in It would be better to walk away Listen to news
with a grain of salt A problem
melts with ingenuity Tonight
Remember, you are master of
your own life
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** An easy approach with
work and/Or a daily life issue
could save a lot ot hassle
Investigate and finish off rather
than start up something new
Some days you are better off
relaxing Listen to news that
heads in your direction
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
••***
Your imagination
plugged in could make a big dif
ference The issue for you is
where you want to funnel this
unusual energy
Love and
romance could benefit A relationship with a child could warm
up with some fun
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)

THE Murray Ledger &
Tomes considers
Is
sources relied, but inaccuracies
do
occur
headers using this totor-nation do so at thew own
rusk Although persons arid
mentioned
-omparnes
-*rein are Cebeved to tie
reputable The Murray
Lever & Tyres nor any
ol its employees accept
any responskerty whatsoever for ewe actrvities

Whicouslina Bigar
*** Honor a domestic issue
and don't push yourself too
hard. Why not kick back or take
the day off? You feel as if you
have way too much turf to cover
The good news is that you will
be able to do it VIRGO (Aug.
23-Sept. 22)
**** Keep conversationsopen and flowing It IS easy to
make a Judgment and shut
someone out It is harder to
keep your bias to yourself and ".
keep listening Today gives you,
a wonderful opportunity to practice this skill
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)
*** You might feel a tilt down
and need to make a difference
Tune in to your instincts once
you wash away negativity Be
careful with spending Too much
might be happening, and too
quickly at that Hevise your °pin-.
ions
.7
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You are all smiles and
not exactly sure about your
choices Listen to news that
heads in your direction from a
very serious friend You could
have your hands full with all the
people around you Be willing to:
say "enough "
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You might need some
downtime If you can, work from
home Of try to go off by yourself ,
A boss could be unduly difficult
but you do know how to deal':
with it Don't allow others to'
dump more work on you
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Reading what might be
going on behind the scenes
could be close to impossible Be
willing to grasp where others are
coming from. Try to find a midpoint that works for everyone
Go for the assumption that
everyone is nghti
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb.
:
**** A partner could be difficult and contnbuting to his or her
panoramic perspective
You
might want to negotiate a different balance with your work and
your personal life Look at today
as how extreme trip situation
could become
PISCES(Fob. 19-March 20)
a*** So much information is
landing 011 your desk or ears
that you can barely iuggle what
you have to do Exhaustion
could be the end result if you get
too tied into a situation Detach,
listen and find the solution

Murray Ledger & Times

Looking Back
10 years ago
ray High School were Kathy
Published is a picture of a Rowlett. valedictorian. Steve
road closing over a portion of Compton. salutatorian. Ernie
Ky. Hwy. 121 North after heavy
Williams: third. Bill Pasco. fourth.
rains washed over this portion and John Belote.
leaving about 2 feet of standing
Jayne Scott. member of the Calwater in the way on May 5. The loway' County 4-H Teen Club,
photo was by Staff Photographwas the senior winner at the Caler Bernard Kane
loway County 4-H Styk Show
Mr. and Mr.. Raymond Math
Becky Scull was runner-or Berky
eny will be mamed for 75 years Burchett, was winner in the junon May 10.
ior division.
Births reported include girl
Marilyn Jean Wilson and
to Jeff and Dana Wyatt. March Thomas Lee Walket were mar11_
ned March 22 at First Baptist
20 years ago
Church, Murray.
Efforts are underway by Cal50 years ago
loway County officials and the
The Grand Jury of the May
Army Corps of Engineer., to study. Term of Calloway County Cirthe possibility of dredging por- cuit Court returned six indicttions of Clarks River. a move ments in its report to Circuit
that would solve flooding prob- Judge Earl Osborne.
lems in Murray as well as CalIn the May Day Festival on
loway, Marshall and McCracken
May 8 at Ty Holland Stadium at
Counties.
Murray High School, 520 stuMurray Police Chief Larry dents from A.B. Austin and W.Z.
Nixon was the speaker at a meet- Carter Elementary Schools will
ing of the Hazel Woman's Club. take part in the event.
Marilyn Thornton, customer
Elected as new officers of
service representative for Mur- the Creative Arts Department of
ray Cablevision, recently received the Murray Woman's Club were
the "ESP- Award for the past Mrs. Wilbur Wayman, chairman,
quarter, according to Bumette Fer- Mrs. Charles Costello. vice chairguson, systems manager.
man. Mrs. Ray Sinclair. secre30 years ago
tary, and Mrs Maurice Crass,
Tommy Boggess, senior at Cal- treasurer.
loway County High School. won
60 years ago
the state Appliance Repair ConJames M. Lassiter, son of Mr.
test at the State VICA Skills and Mrs_ E.A. Lassiter of MurOlympics held at Somerset State ray. was named for membership
Vocational Center.
of the National Order of the Coif
Janet Deaton and Karen Mc at the University of Kentucky.
Ferron presented the program at This is an honorary society for
a meeting of the Garden Depart- law students.
ment of the Murray Woman's Club.
A musical program was preNew officers are Millie Graves. sented by Mrs. Leslie R. Putchairman: Judy Payne. first vice nam, Miss Pat Croghan. Roy
chairman, Lula F. White, second Hines and John Stanley Shelton
vice chairman. Rosanna Miller. at a meeting of Murray Magasecretary, Zula Sykes. treasurer. zine 'Club held with Mrs. Mary
and Myrtle Douglass. chaplain.
Brown, hostess, at the Murray
Mr and Mrs. Ovie T Lee will State College Wells Hall.
be married for 40 years May 13.
Hazel High School Senior
40 years ago
Class hosted a special program.
Named as honor students of -Frolics" on May' 3 at the school
the 1969 Senior Class of Mur-

Corms FEATURES
Star athlete's arrogance is
familiar high school story
DEAR ABBY: I am a secondary school teacher and
would like to comment on the
letter from "Sports Dad Down
South" (Feb. 91 about his
teenaged, athletic star son.
That boss has an ego problem that is
out of control. I see it
in the classroom every
day. Many
successful
athletes
think
that
only the "little' people
have to do
class work,
By Abigail
be on time
Van Buren
to class and
complete
homework. They have the best
relationships with their coaches who "intervene" on the athlete's behalf, iegarilless of
behavior and effort -- soliciting "help" for a student who
often does not deserve it.
I have watched an athlete's
arrogance fed daily by those
who attach the kid's value as
a person to the level of his
performance at that evening's
game. Abby, I hope that "Sports
Dad's" stellar-performing son
eventually will recognize that
other influences are shallow and
lack the depth of his father's
love. -- TEXAS TEACHER
WHO KNOWS
DEAR TEACHER: Thank
you for writing. I heard from
many other teachers, administrators and parents -- all eager
to share what they have learned
in dealing with teens who are
high achievers in sports. Read
on:
DEAR ABBY: I am also

Dear Abby

Asthmatic lacks
symptoms

the parent of a talented athlete. He was popular in high
school, great in football and
basketball, and was wooed to
university with a scholarship
in hand. The problem was, in
spite of our urging to buckle
down and study, he admitted
to us on high school graduation night that he had cheated the whole way through.
Now at 21, he has thrown
away his scholarship, quit the
university, and is wandering
around wondering why he was
never picked up by the NFL.
Somewhere in high school,
amid all the accolades, our
son lost touch with reality.
Please advise "Sports Dad" to
not give up on his son while
he still has a chance. and to
irqpress upon him how important hard work and discipline
are. -- MOM IN MOURNING
DEAR ABBY: We have
stressed to our college baseball star son that no matter
how successful any athlete is,
there will come a time when
he or she retires from their
beloved sport. Not everyone
makes it to the pros, and not
all those who do have longevity or stunning success in the
sport.
Questions the youngster
must consider are: 11 What will
he do when he is not playing
anymore? (2) How is he going
to help his community and
society with his talent? And
most important (3) what will
he do if, God forbid, he is
injured?
Having an idea of what he
loves besides sports is very
helpful. That will help "Dad"
steer him into a college and
major that fit. -- BASEBALL
MAMA IN SAN DIEGO

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
47-year-old female arnateut triathlete in very good health I take
meloxicarn for chronic bursitis in
my heels, but that is all I was
quite surprised at my last physi,...1 to he diagnosed with asthma.
since I had no
symptoms
My
doctor
had me get a
chest X-ray.
which
showed
inflammation.
She then had
me get a pulmonary-function
test,
which
showed
By
Dr Peter Gott improvement
with medication. She told me to use an inhaler
as needed.
How do I know when I need
an inhaler if I feel no symptoms?
Is it safe to assume my asthma
is not serious if I don't experience anything? Besides, if the
asthma is so mild, why is it showing up in all these tests?
DEAR READER: Most people with asthma attacks experience wheezing, long-term shortness
of breath, chest tightness. nasal flaring, prolonged exhalation, chest
pain, abnormal breathing patterns
and cough. Some may have a
personal or family history of hay
fever or eczema. I find it interesting that you've had no symptoms and that you remain so
active.
Asthma is a chronic lung disease that is caused by airway
inflammation. People of all ages
can be affected: however, the condition often begins in childhood.
Of the 22 million people in the

Dr. Gott

United States that carry the diagnosis. more than 25 percent of'
them are children
When an attack occurs, the muscles that surround the airway, become tight. causing the lining
of the passages to swell This .
results in the familiar wheeze'
associated with the condition triggers include mold, pollen. airborne chemicals, dust, animal dander and tobacco.
Recognizing and avoiding triggers are the first steps for control. Beyond that, there are two
types of medication commonly
prescribed — those that provide
quick relief while an attack is in
process and others that provide
long-term relief. Long-term rnedications are used regularly to help
prevent attacks but are not used
to treat them. An inhaler will be
used for many drugs prescribed
as a means of getting the medication directly into the lungs.
You say you are on meloxicam for bursitis. By any chance.
do you take aspinn? You could
have what is known as aspinnsensitive asthma. Meloxicam is:
not recommended for people with"
this sensitivity and should be used
with great caution by people with
asthma.
Request a referral to a pultnonologist. who can review .yclur
pulmonary function test and your.,
lack of symptoms, discuss.any.
possible association with the
Mobic. and then make a defeat*:
nation about your perceived ecitti-1
ma. If so. you will be instructed-.
on how best to manage it. Then,
armed with the peace of mind - nr•
a second opinion, you can return
to your pnmary -care physician with
the information and proceed from
there.

Contract Bridge
Steppingstone to Good Defense

Today in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. May 7, the
127th day of 2009. There are 238
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 7, 1915, nearly 1.200
people died when a German torpedo sank the Bntish liner RMS
Lusitania off the Irish coast.
On this date
In 1789, the first inaugural hall
was held in New York in honor
of President George Washington
and his wife. Martha
In 1833. composer Johannes
Brahms was born in Hamburg.
(iermany.
In 1840, composer Peter Ilyich
Tchaikovsky was born in Viakinsk, Russia.
In 1909. Edwin H Land. inventor of polarizing filters and Polaroid
instant photography. was horn in
Bridgeport. Conn
In 1945, Germany stol,•,1 an

hursdav. %lay 7. 2009 • 5B

unconditional surrender at Allied
headquarters in Rheims, France.
In 1954. the 55-day Battle of
Dien Bien Phu in Vietnam ended
with Vietnamese insurgents overrunning French forces
In 1960. Leonid Bre/lint v
replaced
Marshal
Kliment
Voroshilov as president of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet
In 1975. President Gerald R
Ford formally declared an end to
the -Vietnam era" In Ho Chi
Minh City — fomierly Saigon —
the Viet Cong celebrated its
takeover.
In 1977, Seattle Slew won the
Kentucky Derby. the first of his
Triple Crown victories (On this
date in 2002, Seattle Slew died
In 1984. a $180 million outof-coon settlement was announced
in the Agent Orange class-action
suit brought by Vietnam veterans

who charged they'd suffered injury
from exposure to the defoliant.
Ten years ago NATO jets struck
the Chinese embassy in Belgrade,
killing three people and injuring
20; President Bill Clinton called
the attack a -tragic mistake." A
Jury in Pontiac. Mich., ordered
"The Jenny Jones Show" to pay
$25 million to the family of Scott
Amedure a gay man who was
shot to death after revealing a
crush on Jonathan Schmitz, a fellow guest on the talk show (However. the Michigan Court of
Appeals later overturned the award,
and the Michigan Supreme Court
refused to hear an appeal.
Five years ago Army Pfc. Lynndie England, shown in photographs smiling and pointing at
naked Iraqi prisoners. was charged
by the military. with assaulting the
detainees and conspinng to mistreat them
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DEAR ABBY: To "Sports
Dad". The fact that a 17-yearold finds your limits a problem can be a good thing,
depending on how unrealistic
his attitude is. His dislike of
your parental positions can
mean you are doing a good
job. Kids really do not respect
a doormat. He can have many
friends, but he has only one
dad. -- KATHY IN METAIRIE,
LA.
DEAR
ABBY: Has it
occurred to 'Sports Dad' to
investigate the possibility that
his son's behavior might be
caused by steroids? -- KATE
IN ATLANTA
DEAR ABBY: That father
and son remind me of a saying I heard years ago: 'When
they are 5 years old, they have
all the questions. When they
are 17, they have all the
answers.' I've found
out
through the years that this isn't
far from reality. -- BURL IN
DALLAS. NC

Fast dealer.
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
•8 53
VK
•AQJ 105
•10 7 6 2
WEST
EAST
•K 6 2
•Q 10 9
•A 7 4
V96 5 3 2
• 73
•K 9
40 9 3
*X S 4
SOUTH
•A 7 4
CQJ 10$
•6 4 2
•A K
The bidding
East
South
West
North
Pass
Pass
1 \T
3 NT
Opening lead
two of spades
Good players hale guessing situations and do everything they, can to
avoid them kk tames er possible, they
choose method of play that eliminates guesswork while at the ',AMC
time assuring the best result
Fur example, take this deal where
West lead, his fourth-hest spade
against three notrump Declarer
ducks I ast's queen as well as the ten

.iintinuation. Fast then leads the
tune, on which South plays the ate
and West the king
Declarer now leads a diamond to
the ten, losing to the king. anti Fast at
this point must choose %helm(- to
return a heart or a club Ii he guesses
wrong. South makes the contract.
scoring tour clubs, tour diamonds
and a spade to finish with nine tneks
But if Fast returns a heart. South
goes down one, losing three spades. is,.f
diamond and the ace of hearts.
East's problem is not really a mater of guesswork: he should aummarseally return a heart Ile goes back to
the play at trick three when West
holding the K-1 of spades, played the
king on declan:r's ace, rather than the
jack
The Xis* play is a form qf kuapretcrence signal Since the K-1 are
equal in value at that point. West signals with the higher card to show that
his entry card lies an the higher
ranking side suit (a, between hearts
and clubs)
Had West held either the ace or
king 01 L tubs instead 01 the ace of
hearts, he would have played his
kisser spade, the Lack. at inch three to
indicate a preference or clubs

Tomorrow: Test your play

•••

Crosswords
ACROSS

ESL.00N

I Forest grazer
4 Waiters
offering
8 Society girl
11 Earthenware

Eato

&ASTRO? STOP WORDANG
MOUT' A CMS,.1.4'" KEER
VOA 410 DOWN . aar
A10 LIT TV O.OPS
FAU. MGM
cri-ark

13 Mad scientist s
aide
Jackie S tycoon
Flirted with
PulveritNi/
Moon positron
Like Capps
Abner
22 Japanese soup
24 Rural eair
provider
26 London elevator
29 Dormant
:31 USN rank
33 Frazier foe
34 Peon(' or I lOSPf
35 Geological
period
37 Nol even one
39 B °board
40 D op
-me

'0E5 "--A'"
MAKZ SENSE '0
to / so('

14
15
17
19
21

'

-r

4.0
Is. Vt I I IE

COCii)
!YE BEEN AP'POiNTIP SY TYE
CWHER 'PIPERS TO APPEAL TO
YOUR beteSE0 lturaikkatry
CAN'T WE AL L JOST" Ger At.ONV
erTE mom ON
114f EveLiot
o
0
o
o

o

0
0
,o

'
4111
P44
4r
-V

PEANUT-SOD
IF YDV'RE TWAT TIRED 1 WOULD 51)66E51
TI4A1 YOU 6010 NO 101416k1 1sT 5IX O'CLOCK

f

42 Cal Tech rival
44 Jaded
46 Problem
with hives
48 Caress
50 Invites
51 Heifer's
mouthful
53 Sourpuss
55 Motto
58 Does the trick
61 Dawn goddess
62 Highway cruiser
64 intury memento
65 Famous
mummy
66 Recover
67 Fitness center
DOWN
1 Tiny circle
2 Cornda cry
3 Pass by
as time
4 Thick of things
5 Cairo loc
6 - de plume
7 River in Asia

Answer to Previous Puzzle
MOM BRIO ODOM
OMUM @MO 00BM
MEMO IMO 0001
MOM ROR
WOMB DUO
OMOR OMOOMM
MOMM SHE' MUM
MMORMCE IMMO
OCIU filoopp
=0 MIAOW
L!MO DOD ORM
0 W ROM 001311
U RI OM 0U DE

I

5-7 C2000 united Feature Syndics* Inc
8
9
10
12
16
18

Showy flower
Previous to
Cater
Not on board
Per
RSVP word

i sii i
p in mimic
is
is is
dm19
1 digiik II

ill ill II il iiimiN
mum
III Mina"
Sill
MI ill
lid
MI !I 1111M I

20 Curie
daughter
22 Orange Bowl
city
23 Small harbor
25 Blyth or
Sothern
27 Whiskey bottle
28 Surf makers
30 Cat or turkey
32 Close kin
36 Touch of frost
38 Camel kin
41 Buttonhole
43 Dog s ID
45 Tomato tellies
47 Warm greeting
49 Fall behind
52 Short race
54 Harrnkil ray
55 Hardened
56 Gymnast Mary
— Retton
Bridal notice
word
59 Racing circuit
Mexican
60
Mrs
63 Informal
parent
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`Riverdance' is next week Murray Art Guild to show
PADUCAH,
Ky.
- the show."
"Riverdance." the thunderous
Composed by Bill Whelan.
celebration of Irish music, song produced by Moya Doher1y. and
and dance that has tapped its directed by John McColgan. to
%say onto the world stage date, "Riverdance" has played
thrilling millions of people over 10,000 performances, been
around the globe, will play three seen live by more than 21 milfarewell performances at the lion people in over 3(X) venues
Cumin Center in Paducah on throughout 32 countries across
May 12 and 13 at 7:30 p.m. and four continents. They have travMay 14 at 7 p.m.
eled well over 5(X),000 miles,
"Since 1996. the success of played to a worldwide television
"Riverdance" in North America audience of nearly 2 billion; sold
has gone beyond our wildest over 2.5 million copies of the
dreams," said pnvducer Moya Grammy Award-winning CD
Doherty. -The fact that the show (certified Platinum in the United
continues to draw and excite States) and over 9 million videos
audiences 13 years after its making it one of the best-selling
debut in Dublin is a tribute to entertainment videos in the
every dancer, singer, musician. world. "Riverdance" had its
staff and crew member who world premiere at the Point
have dedicated themselves to Theatre, Dublin, in February

ravonte
Ckine•,e
Restaurant
Seven Years
let A Row'

Buffet

Happy Mother's Day
to all mothers
and your loved ones!
Serving /1W Day - Everyday!
- Gift Certificates Available!
(Next to Lowes)
Murra9, KY •759-465)

SThoiceFree
11
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1995. where it opened to unanimous cntical acclaim.
What began as a sevenminute dance segment on the
1994 Eurovision Song Contest
(televised to over 3(X) million
people in Europe) and then
quickly turned into a full-scale
production has become much
more than an international theatrical success.
"I believe Riverdance has
been basically a pathfinder."
said Niall O'Dowd. founder of
Irish America Magazine and the
Irish Voice newspaper. Along
with the peace process in
Northern Ireland and the economic miracle in Ireland proper.
the show "has been a hugel
important part of a transformation of the image of Ireland in
the last 20 years."
In a flash, "Riverdance"
became
Ireland's
greatest
ambassador and the thirst began.
"Riverdance" changed the face
of Irish dance and despite its
imitators, has remained on top
and was voted the number-one
Variety/Family Entertainment
Show in the U.S. in 1998.
Of all the performances to
emerge from Ireland in the past
decade, nothing can compare to
the energy, the sensuality and
the spectacle of "Riverdance"
An innovative and excitine
blend of dance, music and song
"Riverdance" draws on Irish tra
ditions and the combined talents
of the performers propel Irish
dancing and music to the present
day capturing the imagination of
audiences across all ages and
cultures. This extraordinarily
unique show features an intern.,
tional company all performiny
to the magic of Bill Whelan's
music.
For tickets, call the Carson
Center box office at (270)451)4444 or go online at www.thecarsoncenter.org.

LAST CHANCE TO SEE THE
ORIGINAL INTERNATIONAL PHENOMENON!

•4\\

e

work from CCHS seniors

Photo provided
Pictured here are seniors with art displayed in the latest
Murray Art Guild exhibit. Pictured left ro right, top row: Jacgiyn
Murdock, Carlos Aizpura, Lorna McNerthney and Kay Held.
Middle row: Tyler Greenand Sindy Bayles. Front row: Kailey
Stone, Bonnie Osmun, Chelsea Summerville and Alex Sharp.
Not pictured are Carle Todd, Emily Ashby. Jacquelyn Price
and Megan Brown.

Photo prowled
JAZZ IN THE PARK: The DiMartino/Osland Jazz Orchestra (DOJO) under the
direction of
Miles Osland, famed University of Kentucky professor of Music, is the headliner
for the 12th
annual Jazz in the Park. The festival is hosted by Murray Band Boosters,
Inc. and will be
Saturday from noon to 9 p.m. in the Central Park ampitheatre, with DOJO playing
at 7:30 p.m.

Arts in the Region
• August Christopher will play
at the Big Apple Cafe Thursday
night and Guerilla Poetry will
play Wednesday.

tAk

• Playhouse in the Park's production of "High School Musical
2" continues until May 10
Friday and Saturday shows are
at 7 p.m. and Sunday shows are
at 2:30 p.m For tickets, visit
playhouseinthepark.net.

;

• The Janice Mason Art
Museum will hold an opening
reception and awards ceremony
for its Biannual Juned Show
Friday at 6 p.m. The show will
run through June 21.
• The Kentucky Opry in
Dratfenville will host a free
Praise and Worship Night Friday
at 7:30 p.m , featuring Matt
Sulluivan and the Hardin Baptist
Praise & Worship Team, as well

as the Southern gospel quartet
CrossHarrnony. The 'You Can
Be a Star" talent search grand
finals will be at 8 p.m. Saturday.
Call (270) 527-3869 or 1-888459-8704 for tickets.
• Paducah's Market House
Theatre presents "The Secret
Life cf Girls" at 7.30 p.m.
Thursday and Friday and at
2:30 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday. The final performance
will be May 17. For more information and tickets. call (270)
444-6828
Or
visit
www.mhtplay.com.
• The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents the
Italian film "Gomorrah' at 7 p.m.
Friday. Saturday and Sunday
with an additional matinee at 4
p.m. Sunday. It will also show
the Oscar-nominated 1995
movie "Babe' at 4 p.m. Saturday

Churchill-Imes

)
j

•An evening of playing tnoav.,tri eats,
drinks & friends!
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likere.askase..

ON SALE NOW!

Carson
Center

•Teams of 8 people compete
•7 rounds/categories, 10 questions each

• Dale Lays will be teaching
an on-site drawing workshop at
the Murray Art Guild from 8:30
a.m. to noon Monday and
Tuesday. To register, call the
guild at 753-4059.
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague
at
hteague@murrayledgercom.

cr

Might

•
prizeb & 50/50 raffle
•Prizes for 'Best Food'(1st, 2nd & 3rd F'1,3
•Prizes for 'Best Theme'(1st, 2nd & 3rd r

•'Dead Or Alive'!MMus round
•Prizes for 1st, 2nd and 3rd place teams •'Wilt It Float?' bonus
round
WPI4_: Friday, May 15, 2009
WHERE; M5U Curries Center Ballroom
TIME; Poore open at 6 p.m. / Judging starts at 645
p.m.
Competition begin. at 7:00 p.m.

COST; $120 per table
5_,A11INa; Tables consist of seating for eight
Seating is limited to competitors only

100 Kentucky Avenue
Paducah Kentucky

270.450-4444
vvviss .t heearsoneentenorg

• Land Between the Lakes
hosts a dulcimer class for beginners from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday. To reserve space, call
(270) 924-2020.

Home & Crematory

Present

Tri

as part of its "Movies for Me"
children's film series and the
1967 Paul Newman classic
"Cool?find
, Luke" at 6 p.m
Monda as'part of its "Faith in
Film" senes.

Imes-Miller
Funeral

Pei

Family Funeral Home

•

'senior art students from
Calloway County High School
are exhibiting their work in the
Guild Gallery at the Murray Art
Guild. This exhibition of art
work by 14 students includes
both two and three-dimensional
work in acrylic, watercolor,
pnsmacolor, paper mache, clay
and mixed media. Students
have worked on assignments in
still life, self portrait and graphic design.
The exhibit will be up through
May 26 and is open to the public 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday and Saturday
from 1() a.m. to 2 p.m. The public is invited to a reception at 5
p.m. Friday. The Kentucky Arts
Council. the state arts agency,
supports the Murray Art Guild
with state tax dollars and federal funding from the National
Endowment for the Arts, which
believes that a great nation
deserves great art.

Co-Hoists: John McFerron &Jennifer Rukavina
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Make checks payable to: Murray Main Street
Reservation,: Murray CVI3/Murray Main Street Office
201 S. 4th Street, PO. Box 143, Murray, KY 42071
270-759-9474
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